For the first time in the CPTSC’s history, the annual conference had to be cancelled in 2016 due
to Hurricane Matthew. While the city was spared a direct hit, the entire Georgia Coast was put
under a mandatory evacuation order.
This represents the same conference proceedings as we have had in past years.
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Expanding Pedagogical Opportunities: The Development and Success of a
Professional and Technical Writing Course for Education Majors
Christin Phelps, William Peace University and NC State University
Jennifer Suchanec, William Peace University
Professional, technical, and/or scientific communication courses offered for non-majors are
standard offerings at many colleges and universities. These courses help to establish the value
of our programs within the academy and, in part, answer the “what we do?” and “why are we
important?” questions that plague many in our field.
These questions are especially pertinent to those of us teaching technical and professional
writing at small schools where degree programs, and sometimes even concentrations or
minors, in technical or professional communication do not exist. Our relevancy can sometimes
be limited to how we can contribute our knowledge and expertise to other degree programs.
Hence, when the need at our small University for an upper-level English course for Education
majors in our non-traditional program arose, an opportunity presented itself. We needed to
develop a course that would be immediately and directly applicable to students who already
held Bachelor’s degrees and were currently teaching through lateral-entry programs but was
also relevant to those students pursuing their first degree and would be new to teaching.
To ensure the course met these needs, we spoke informally with graduates of our Education
program as well as educators within the public school system about what writing tasks they
struggled with. Additionally, we considered our personal observations and experiences as
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educators and, in one case, as a former grade-school English teacher. The results of this
research suggested the need to offer a course that integrated standard topics covered in the
undergraduate Technical/Professional Communication service course as well as upper-level
web development courses.
There is a clear link between technical communication and the 21st Century requirements
placed upon K-12 classrooms. Kaye Adkins (2013), for example, discussed the relevance of
technical communication as it relates to Common Core, specifically for high school teachers.
Beyond the requirements in the classroom, however, teachers today are faced with an
increasing and ever-present need to utilize technical resources to enhance their teaching
outside the classroom. The class website, for example, has become a requirement for many
educators from Kindergarten through 12th Grade (see Holcomb et al., 2008; Janicki & ChandlerOlcott,, 2012; St. George, 2010; Tingen et al., 2011). This poster presentation, therefore, will
present the development of our unique course, Professional Writing for Education Majors, and
its success in a small, private university. It will include a sample syllabus for the course in
addition to assignment descriptions common to the Professional Writing service course that
have been tailored to Education majors.
This class, which has now been offered multiple times, not only expands the pedagogical role of
professional and technical writing within the University but also prepares graduates to manage
classroom blogs and websites, write Donor’s Choose proposals, apply for Educational grant
funding, and facilitate productive communication between widely varied audiences (teacher,
student, parent, administration).
References
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How Collaborating on Hybrid Courses Leads to Program Assessment and Faculty
Development
Sarah Faye, UC Davis
Nancy Pearsall, UC Davis
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Sylvia Morales, UC Davis
Shannan Starr, UC Davis
This poster presentation will make visible the ramifications for programmatic changes,
assessment, and faculty development that result from creating new hybrid classes as a
collaborative effort.
Our project centers on making our face-to-face “Business Writing” course a hybrid course to
embrace innovative pedagogical practices and to create a course that would match more
closely the online environment of much technical and professional communication. We are also
in the process of creating two new straight-to-hybrid classes focusing on the international
nature of business writing (“Writing for Global Business”) and on the writing strategies for
technical and scientific writing (“Collaborative Writing”). While the project started because of a
perceived need to create a hybrid version for courses that would benefit from this pedagogical
approach, it became a much larger project that will result in a guide to (re)consider
programmatic changes and improvement.
Four faculty members are collaborating on this project, including an ESL instructor and the
Assistant Director for Teaching Writing with Technology. This collaborative effort cuts across
different types of expertise and it connects multiple institutional stakeholders. Some of the
ramifications of this collaborative project are:
1) A conversation on collaboration among faculty and institution to foster programmatic
change on how class design should happen;
2) The creation of new courses that are straight-to-hybrid validates hybrid teaching as a
teaching method that is better adapted than traditional teaching for courses with high
student collaboration;
3) The creation of a Resources for Teaching Online tool to foster a programmatic structure
for online faculty training and support, thus facilitating the shift from traditional to
online teaching;
4) The assessment of our hybrid classes as an ongoing programmatic conversation on how
to capitalize on this pedagogical tool and on how to support its faculty. Our hope is that
this project will guide curriculum development and best practices within our program.
This project aims at giving faculty development a central role in our program as we redesign our
curriculum to move towards new technologies for teaching. Attendees will take away from this
presentation a heuristic for programmatic changes, assessment, and faculty development.
While our specific project focuses on hybrid classes, the same steps of collaboration,
assessment of the ongoing project within the program, and creation of a faculty development
tool that is built and assessed during the project are all applicable to other curriculum projects.
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Connecting Senior Assessment to Program Development in a Professional
Writing and Rhetoric Program
Rebecca Pop-Ruark, Elon University
Li Li, Elon University
Michael Strickland, Elon University
This poster will outline senior direct and indirect assessment methods in the concentration in
Professional Writing and Rhetoric (PWR) of the English major at Elon University. We will cover
three interest areas in the call for programs as our senior assessment methods help PWR
faculty shape curriculum at both a course- and program-level as well as allow us to regularly
revisit our course and program outcomes to assess program successes and challenges.
The PWR program “prepares students to be more critically reflective, civically responsible
communicators in their daily lives and, primarily, workplace contexts,” by integrating rhetorical
theory and professional practice into all courses and associated experiences. As PWR faculty,
we have structured an extensive direct and indirect assessment strategy. In addition to
comprehensive rubrics connected to each of our major outcomes and sub-goals, we also
employ two assessments during the senior year which allow students to articulate their
rhetorical worldviews and which provide rich programmatic feedback.
First, students illustrate their professional identities in an electronic Digication portfolio via the
8-12 documents that they believe best reflect their identities as professional
communicators/rhetors. Students introduce each document with a “contextual narrative” that
explores the context, rhetorical decisions, and personal development exhibited in each piece.
An external reviewer in the discipline then uses the portfolios to assess (1) how well each
student has met the overarching program outcomes and (2) how the cohort illustrates
strengths and potential weaknesses in the PWR curriculum. The reviewer also provides
feedback to individual students as well as a comprehensive reflection for the PWR faculty on
the state of the program.
Secondly, at the end of the semester, seniors gather with the PWR faculty for a shared
celebratory meal and programmatic discussion. While students in other concentrations of our
English major complete an individual interview with two faculty members, PWR treats this exit
requirement as an exercise in collaboration, allowing students and faculty to address the
departmental exit questions in a free-flowing discussion about their rhetorical knowledge,
experiences, and goals for the future. During the dinner, the students, who have taken
numerous classes together including the senior seminar, share their experiences in and out of
the program that have helped them to shape their professional identities. Students and faculty
push each other to dig deeply into our rhetorical practices to make connections that reveal the
successes they have had and the challenges they overcame (or not) on their PWR journey.
Students leave the dinner with a feeling of closure and personal satisfaction, and faculty have
rich data to consider in program development.
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In this poster, we will outline our senior assessment strategies and provide examples of how
these practices have informed our curriculum development over the years.
We will provide handouts outlining our assessment methods – outcome rubrics, portfolio
creation and evaluation documentation, and senior exit dinner protocol – for attendees to
consider, adapt, and potentially adopt in their own programmatic assessment efforts.

Aging in Place, a cross-disciplinary project with students from technical writing,
dietetics, and gerontology: A proposal for an enhanced quality of life for the
elderly so they may Age in Place
Rhonda Stanton, Missouri State University
The project discussed in this presentation was a cross-disciplinary, collaborative project
involving three departments across the University, using the teaching methodology of service
learning. The project was called Aging in Place and was a result of a request for proposal from
the City where the University is located.
Undergraduate students from the Dietetics and Gerontology departments investigated and
researched two lower-income neighborhoods in the community where Aging in Place was the
City’s goal for the elderly. Students from Dietetics researched food insecurity, including the lack
of public transportation, dilapidated sidewalk conditions, and the lack of access to food
pantries. Students also collected low-cost recipes that could be easy to prepare that would be
given to the neighborhood residents. Students from Gerontology researched community
centers in the neighborhoods, investigating activities offered by the centers and how the
elderly could participate to enhance their connections and sense of belonging within the
community. The Dietetics and Gerontology students acted as the Subject Matter Experts (SMEs)
for the graduate-level technical writing students. Technical writing students gathered
information, interviewed researchers, and prepared the proposal for the City. The proposal
suggested improvements the City could implement for the elderly that would help them remain
in place as they aged, rather than having to move to assisted living facilities or nursing homes.
The technical writing students presented the City leaders with the proposal, which incorporated
best practices in audience analysis, writing, document design, and graphics displays.
This presentation will provide attendees ideas about how to begin similar projects at their
college or university and how to do that within the context of their own organizations or
programs.
Service learning is a pedagogical method that can be particularly effective in the technical
communication classroom, where students can create real products for real clients. It’s
authentic learning where students are able to make connections in the professional world and
make decisions about a product that will be used.
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Because the university where I teach is has a Public Affairs Mission at its core, and because
service learning is a particularly effective way to teach the PA mission (its three pillars are
ethical leadership, cultural competence, and community engagement), we can be effective in
beginning conversations about how we sustain, grow, and build our program. Having technical
writing students work with community partners and produce actual work that will be used, and
having them collaborate with other disciplines across campus, has provided the opportunity to
participate in a more authentic experience, rather than just doing an assignment for the sake of
doing an assignment. Additionally, the service learning teaching strategy can help foster
relationships with industry.
References
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Enhancing Engineering Communication Course Curricula by Implementing
Repair Instruction Projects for Online, Open Access Use
Loel Kim, University of Memphis
Corinne Renguette, Indiana University Purdue University Indianapolis
One of the central questions this conference addresses is that of keeping program content and
assignments relevant as tools, platforms, and times change. In this panel, we present our
experiences working with an industry partner, iFixit, whose ambitious mission is to provide
open access repair instruction for all human-made products. Presenters offer different
perspectives on implementing the iFixit instruction projects—at a programmatic level and a
case study of a single class with a focus on the ethical milieu in which engineers will work and
live. Presenters will share course materials and bibliographies useful for others teaching in
engineering programs.
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The iFixit Technical Communication projects provide students with an engaging curriculum
(McCrigler, 2014), an authentic partnership between academia and industry (Hickman &
Staggers, 2014), and an opportunity to expand students' technical identity (Rose, 2014). In
addition, this project has been shown to be an effective method for teaching content strategy
(Getto & Labriaola, 2016). The standard project requires students to use principles of technical
communication to write instructions in a wiki format while communicating with an industry
client, iFixit.
This presentation will examine how variations of the iFixit project were implemented in several
different technical communication courses, both in a service program for engineering students
and in a bachelor of science degree program. We will discuss how the iFixit project can foster
change from administrative, instructor, and student perspectives of technical and professional
communication and sustainable design. We will discuss benefits, logistics, lessons learned, and
feedback so attendees will be able to implement similar projects in their own curricula.
Ethical implications of technical communication have been widely discussed in the literature,
and certain examples stand out as reminders that technical work and its attendant
communication inform and form a world concerned with social, civic, economic, and
sustainability issues (Adams, Balfour, and Reed, 2006; Katz, 1992; Body, 2015). However, even
with the best of intentions, teaching ethics in content-packed technical communication courses
often feels like a quick lesson shoehorned into a full slate of writing, rhetoric, and presentation
lessons. In addition, including an assignment that engages students in an ethically aware
scenario while also providing a pedagogically sound writing/communication opportunity
increases the challenge.
This presentation examines a case study of engineering undergraduate students reading and
responding to an ethical case study, then viewing media and reading about e-waste, and then
completing a major instruction assignment for engineering students: Students wrote
instructions for an authentic communication situation—for a real client, iFixit, a company
whose ambitious goal is to publish free online repair instructions for every human-created
object in the world, especially electronics. We then revisit the original ethical case study and
discuss responses post-instructions assignment. Implications of such an assignment including:
course objectives, problems, and benefits in implementing the tech comm assignment with the
ethical context-setting, and pre- and post-discussion.

Research, Pedagogy, Presence: Diversifying Technical Communication Programs
Will Banks, East Carolina University
Nikki Caswell, East Carolina University
Temtaous McKoy, East Carolina University
Cecilia Shelton, East Carolina University
Janine Butler, East Carolina University
Thirteen years ago at CPTSC 2003 in Potsdam, New York, Cynthia Selfe looked around the room
at the business meeting and asked what CPTSC was doing to encourage diversity in its
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programs. A diversity committee was formed, led by Gerald Savage, which gave a set of
recommendations. As a result of this early work, CPTSC has been at the forefront of researching
issues of diversity in our programs and also investing in ways to cultivate diversity in its
membership. CPTSC created a diversity scholarship and awarded its first scholarship in 2008. In
both 2014 and 2015, two recipients each year were awarded. In that time, we’ve seen some
movement in the homogenous make-up of the CPTSC business meeting back in 2003. This panel
identifies potential ways that technical communication programs can diversify by cultivating
inclusive practices when it comes to admissions, spaces, curriculum, and research practices.
These inclusive, deliberate practices also attract diverse populations and provide support to
students while they articulate their scholarly identities over the course of their studies. This
panel explores specific methods, activities, and theoretical frames for diversifying technical
communication graduate programs. Attendees will leave with examples of how one program
has restructured its graduate technical and professional communication program in terms of
curricular, pedagogical, and inquiry/research foci.
Speaker 1 demonstrates how diversifying technical and professional communication programs
requires purposeful intersections between programmatic development and curriculum
redesign. Specifically, he looks at how making cultural rhetoric coursework central to the
professional communication curriculum provided one institution a purposeful frame for
rethinking its work.
Speaker 2 discusses cultivating a space and student staff that invites and embodies inclusive
practices. Reflecting on tutor professional development and program assessment practices,
speaker 2 argues for creating spaces where students can advocate for diversity in ways
administrators cannot.
Speaker 3 discusses the importance of including diversity practices when recruiting new
students into technical communication programs. Currently, none of the nation’s Historically
Black Colleges and Universities (HBCUs) include technical communication degree programs.
Creating and sustaining partnerships between Predominantly White Institutions (PWI) and
HBCUs by recruiting students and establishing relationships is one way to diversify the field of
technical and professional communication.
Speaker 4 examines her path towards a research agenda grounded in critical theories and
pedagogies. She comes to this stance by way of a productive tension between her own
embodiment, marked by marginalized identities, and the standardized, dominant ideologies
and discourses that shape technical and professional communication pedagogy and practice.
She offers ways technical communication programs can help students negotiate these tensions
and cultivate productive support and responses to these research practices.
Speaker 5 explores the benefits of challenging technical communication conventions in order to
“open up a space in which the embodied experiences and knowledges” of different users can
improve communication practices and accessibility for all (Palmeri, 2006, p. 56). In particular,
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she advocates for captioning videos in order to create a space for multimodal communication
and diverse embodiments in technical communication programs.

Solving The “Wicked Problem”: How To Employ “Design Thinking” In Technical
Communication Curriculum
Yunye Yu, Georgia State University
In this presentation, the author argues that design thinking could serve as a supplementary
component, not a replacement, of current curriculum in technical communication.
Design thinking refers to the cognitive activities designers employ in the process of designing.
Advocated by the Stanford design school (Brown 2008), designing thinking methods and tools
have evolved beyond the design studio and have been applied in a broadening range of social
contexts, providing practical guidance for designers and non-designers (Brown, 2008; Kelley,
2001; Leidtka & Ogilvie, 2011).
The author will thoroughly examine four characteristics of design thinking: “the wicked
problem” (Buchanan, 1992), the use of practical methods such as observation and interview,
the implementation of visualization and prototyping, and the “dual process model of cognition”
(Glen, Suciu, & Baughn, 2014).
Design and technical communication share traits in common that make principles in one
discipline applicable in the other. Both are the art of rearranging objects with a practical
purpose requiring a deep understanding of human psychology and mentality. They should also
be positioned in broader social and historical contexts which are highly “indeterminate”.
Therefore, design thinking can contribute to technical communication, theoretically and
practically.
As for instructors’ instruction, a general introduction of the history of global design is
indispensable as it will lay the foundation for understanding design thinking in a historical and
global context.
The assignment development should be in line with design thinking with an emphasis on
indeterminacy and the application of technology. Students should gain basic mastery of at least
one commonly used software or design tool, such as Photoshop or a basic video editing
software. Learning the basics of a coding or programming language is crucial. In order to
prepare students for the authentic working situation in which team work skills and
communication competency are required, assignments that simulate the complex working
environment should be encouraged. The author will propose a group project of mobile APP
development and analyze how it help develop skills tailored to workplace. Another assignment
applying “holistic principles” of Gestalt thinking (Rowe, 1987) will also be discussed.
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In the assessment, in addition to linguistic ability and rhetorical awareness, design thinking
could be a third dimension of “technical communication competency” which addresses the
cognitive sides of technical communication.
This presentation brings innovative thinking, insights, research, and criticism from a related
field to our discipline, hoping to integrate innovation, user experience, interactive design,
programming and technical communication. The author also hopes to help educators, students,
and practitioners to understand and approach technical communication from a designer’s
perspective, incorporate aesthetic and rhetorical strategies, adopt user centered approach, and
apply the appropriate technology and form to deliver information. Instructors and
administrators of technical communication program will get practical tips about course
development and arrangement. Students and practitioners will be able to reflect on their
learning and working process and develop awareness of user oriented practice.
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Interdisciplinary Faculty Learning Communities as Sites of Programmatic
Research and Development
Dan Richards, Old Dominion University
Increasingly, departments from all corners of U.S. university campuses are implementing their
own writing intensive (or “W”) courses, often initiated from accreditation and assessment
bodies for the purpose of improving disciplinary student writing. This trend, unfortunately,
coincides with the lack of funding structures put in place to support interdisciplinary writing
initiatives across campus that would connect these courses in more productive and perhaps
even programmatic ways. Many schools, such as California Polytechnic State University, have
specifically felt the consequences of these divergent forces, having their capped W courses
quickly turn into large lecture classes (Friedman, 2011). While impulses and exigencies for
teaching disciplinary-based writing are popping up in all departments around campus, not all
schools have existing WAC/WID programs to bring them together and, as such, the
interdisciplinary voices remain siloed. This is the case with my own institution.
This presentation shares a model and research results of one approach that was used to
address this difficult reality: the creation of an interdisciplinary faculty learning community
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(FLC). Learning communities take many different forms (Cox & Richlin, 2011), but in this
instance the goal of the FLC was to gather STEM and English faculty together for a year-long,
highly-collaborative workshop series on teaching writing in the disciplines with the purpose of
generating and forging pedagogy-based relationships that might lead to the realization of a
larger programmatic body that would connect W courses across campus, or at least that might
lead to a more interdisciplinary, collaborative approach to building best practices. This
presentation will briefly share the content and structure of the FLC workshop series, making
apparent the importance of the co-creation of materials from several departments while also
giving a candid response about the challenges associated with maintaining such an initiative.
This presentation will also share pre- and post-workshop survey results of the participants
(n=13) that shed modest insight into (a) the resources required of STEM faculty to effectively
integrate writing in their courses, and, perhaps more interestingly, (b) the perceptions of STEM
faculty regarding the role of English departments and its faculty in the building of PTC-based
WAC/WID programs.
Attendees will leave this presentation with a scalable FLC model to propose and potentially
integrate at their own institutions facing similar challenges. This model accounts for varying
degrees of support at hand and infrastructure in place.
References
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Roundtable
5:15pm-6:15pm

Editors’ Roundtable in CGC 217
Moderator: Lee-Ann Kastmann Breuch)

Session 1
8:30am-9:30am
CGC 217

Roundtable on Digital Methods for Social Justice TC Research
Moderator: Lisa Meloncon, University of Cincinnati
Laura Gonzales, University of Texas at El Paso
Casey Miles, Michigan State University
Ann Shivers-McNair, University of Washington
Victor Del Hierro, Michigan State University
Mathew Gomes, Michigan State University
Heather Noel Turner, Michigan State University
Over the last decade, the field of technical communication has encouraged and sustained an
increased emphasis toward diversity and social justice (Haas, 2012; Jones, Savage, Yu, 2014;
Williams & Pimentel, 2012; Yajima and Satoshi Toyosaki, 2015). As part of this work,
organizations such as the CPTSC Diversity Committee encourage technical communication
researchers, teachers, students, and practitioners to “embrace a commitment” toward
culturally and methodologically inclusive practices. Working toward social justice, in turn,
requires that we “think well outside of traditional frameworks,” expanding the methods,
platforms, and practices that we use to develop and disseminate our work (Jones, Savage, and
Yu, 2014, p. 134).
In this panel, speakers will showcase the digital methods they use to conduct research of, and
motivated by, social justice. Following this year’s CPTSC theme focused on methods and
methodologies, this panel will answer Jones, Savage, and Yu’s (2014) call for expanding
technical communication frameworks by highlighting intercultural and multicultural dimensions
of our work. Because this panel features researchers committed to programmatic concerns at
varying levels of scope (teaching, assessment, research), attendees will take away tools that can
help technical communication programs continue supporting important efforts toward diversity
and social justice in both physical and digital contexts.
Speaker 1 will discuss how she uses video coding tools to highlight the communicative strengths
of multilingual learners. Using digital tools like ELAN to code video data allows researchers to
account for the material, embodied utterances often used by multilingual communicators to
navigate across languages.
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Speaker 2 will describe digital video-supported 3D interviewing, a technique designed to
account for acts of making at multiple levels (the research apparatus itself, communication,
bodies, differences).
Speaker 3 will share approaches and tools to visualize qualitative data, in order to illustrate
collaborative, culturally competent methods for digital research.
Speaker 4 will discuss Borderlands Hiphop Rhetorics as a methodology for cross-cultural
multimodal research. This speaker will offer strategies for ways to engage with Hiphop to
expand current frameworks within technical communication.
Speaker 5 will describe his experiences addressing issues of social justice in the assessment of a
STEM writing program. The speaker describes how a decolonial orientation toward program
assessment helped surface and solve problems of labor, and the racial consequences of the
program curriculum.
Speaker 6 will discuss lesbian-feminist collective collaboration as a queer critical research
practice through their work on The Gender Project, a series of short documentaries about
gender and sexuality.
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(Re)Envisioning the Intro Course: A New Method for Curriculum Design
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Moderator: Kelli Cargile Cook, Texas Tech University
Introduction
Identifying and implementing timely and effective programmatic change can be a daunting
task. We question how best to serve our students, to integrate with industry, and to maintain
academic rigor that is reflective of our field’s values and standards. As a field ripe with
innovation, we can work collaboratively to improve our programs and programmatic activities.
In a research-based search for effective programmatic change, the Texas Tech curriculum
committee will collect, code, and analyze syllabi from technical and professional writing
programs across the United States.
Speaker 1 - Exigencies - David Young
Recent research on undergraduate Technical Communication programs (Henschel & Meloncon,
2014; Andersen, 2014; Brumburger and Lauer, 2015) has focused on assessment, programmatic
re-development, and aligning course objectives with industry expectations; however, few have
discussed strategies for curricular redevelopment of undergraduate technical communication
courses. The Texas Tech curriculum committee seeks to fill this gap in research while
simultaneously providing graduate students the opportunity to control the redesign of our
introductory technical communication course based on participatory field work. This
participatory framework facilitates our preparation of the diverse students we see in our
classrooms for the writing challenges of the 21st century networked workplace.
Speaker 2 - Process - Angela Shaffer
To determine common practices in technical and professional communication courses and what
changes are most essential for our syllabus, the curriculum committee pulled publicly available
syllabi and reached out to colleagues in higher education. We coded over 50 syllabi according
to various factors including course outcomes and deliverables, which serve to inform our
programmatic changes. Our syllabus will be based on this research; we will pilot the new
curriculum in the fall 2016 semester. Piloting our research-based syllabus will allow us to devise
solutions and successful practices for common programmatic issues such as technology
concerns, staffing the service course, and negotiating our place within the humanities and in
higher education as a larger whole.
Speaker 3 - Curriculum - Jack T. Labriola
Our data has shown us that our course outcomes and assignments are similar to those of other
institutions. This discovery led us to question how to construct our new syllabus. We
considered questions of content: Do we move away from the consensus or stay the same? And,
if we move away, how should we do that? Ultimately, our course syllabus will evolve in a
multimodal, flexible, and evolutionary manner that emphasizes both the necessary intersection
of humanism and the industry-centric practicality of technical and professional communication
courses.
Speaker 4 - Assessment - Kelli Cargile Cook
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To evaluate new course design, the committee will pilot it for two semesters in eighteen
sections while other sections employ the original design. Data will be collected from all
sections, including student grades, student evaluations, instructor reflections, and
administrative observations. At the pilot’s end, the committee will compare data to determine
which curriculum better supports learning outcomes and then decide which curriculum to use
in future course iterations.
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CGC 1002

Configuring and Administering Business Communication Programs: Models and
Methods for Institutional Change
Moderator: Dirk Remley, Kent State University
Where should business communication be located, by whom should it be taught and
administered, and what methods should be deployed for institutional change? While certainly
not new questions, these are questions that we have to answer, yet again, for a new era
characterized by increasing strain on institutional finances and increased demands for
professional communication expertise.
Although some business schools continue to use communication coursework from other
divisions to meet their curricular requirements, pursuing a “hands-off” approach (whatever you
teach is fine provided we can check off our accreditation box), increasingly business schools are
seeking more input and control over both the curriculum and the administration of the
programs their students are required to take. A number of factors are at play in this: more
robust AACSB accreditation and assessment expectations, the siloing pressures of
responsibility-centered management (RCM), and the need to prepare students to be agile
communicators in an ever-changing communication landscape.
Increasingly professional communication faculty find themselves working across programs and
across divisions, building interdivisional collaborations and transdisciplinary programs in various
forms. In this presentation we will discuss several models for where and how to locate business
communication programs, focusing on the administrative challenges and opportunities of
interdivisional partnerships and collaborations. Our aim will be to generate in-depth discussion
with session attendees on these issues—the practices, methods, and methodologies involved—
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and to provide some insights into strategies for how to develop and re-consider the
administration of business communication programs.
James Porter, Miami University
University structures, Funding Models, and Techne: Configuring Professional Communication
for the 21st-century University
This presentation will use a theoretical/historical methodology to examine the dominant
structural model of the university (the so-called German disciplinary model which most of us
still labor within) that privileges certain forms of knowledge (episteme, theoria) but is ill suited
to supporting professional communication forms of knowledge—that is, the techne of
speaking/presenting and writing/designing, productive arts that demand a transdisciplinary
approach. The speaker will challenge us to be brave(r), bold(er), (more) innovative, and (more)
entrepreneurial in our thinking and to be able to both anticipate and have strategies for
overcoming challenges that arise.
Dirk Remley, Kent State University
Negotiating the Institutional Positioning of Business Writing: Challenges and Implications
This presentation will discuss how the College of Business at Kent State University wanted to
develop their own in-division communication program, but under RCM, the College of Arts and
Science put a stop to that. The compromise was a parallel partnership model where business
writing is taught through English and business oral communication is taught through the
College of Business. The speaker will analyze the challenges and opportunities of such a model,
offering insights and methods for those who may find themselves in similar administrative
structures.
Heidi McKee, Miami University
Building an Interdivisional Business Communication Program
This presentation will discuss how the School of Business at Miami University developed an
integrated writing-speaking business communication program that involves a first-year course
taught in the School of Business and second-year common course taught by instructors in three
departments and across two divisions--English and Strategic Communication in the College of
Arts and Science and Business Communication in the School of Business. The speaker will
discuss the challenges and opportunities in this integrated model, offering insights and
methods for those who may find themselves in similar administrative structures.
CGC 129

Evaluating STEM Education with Real-Time Writing Analytics
Moderator: Joe Moxley, University of South Florida
Joe Moxley, University of South Florida
Katie Walkup, University of South Florida
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Peter Cannon, University of South Florida
This panel reports on the preliminary stages of an NSF-funded research study conducted at the
University of South Florida to explore the efficacy of peer review in chemistry courses: General
Chemistry I and II, Chemistry Peer Leading, and Physical Chemistry. Researchers collaborated
with faculty and graduate students in Chemistry and English to develop rubrics for student
laboratory reports and integrate peer review into the curriculum. In addition, the instructors
collaborated on a multimedia library of Community Comments--common comments that
instructors leave on student papers when evaluating undergraduate work in courses like.
During the spring 2016 semester, 2373 students uploaded 8051 laboratory reports to a webbased digital tool, http://myreviewers.com. Those students then completed 8999 peer reviews
using the evaluative tools provided by My Reviewers. 41 instructors then left 5109 reviews of
their students’ work.
Using this data, the panelists, who represent the English and Chemistry departments, ask how
interdisciplinary researchers can implement writing analytics to develop a method for
evaluating STEM education that helps sustain the value of writing in the program. Panelists will
report on their collaborations and plans for the future, including changes in curriculum
evaluation and development at the University of South Florida.
Presenter 1 will discuss how an NSF-funded grant brought together interdisciplinary
researchers from USF as well as other university writing programs, including those at the
University of Pennsylvania, Dartmouth College, MIT, and North Carolina State University. He
will discuss IRB policies related to the conduct of the study and report on preliminary data
gathering methods, such as an original survey of students’ demographics and other tools
embedded into the software to measure self-regulation, self efficacy, and attribution.
Presenters 2 and 3, instructors of Chemistry, will discuss the process of facilitating peer review
in chemistry courses. The panelists will discuss ways chemistry as a discipline entails different
conceptions of writing, and they will explore different approaches to thinking about writing.
They will discuss how the interdisciplinary research team at the University of South Florida
mediated these challenges by engaging all stakeholders in the process of curriculum
development.
Presenter 4 will discuss the collaborative process between English and Chemistry, including
analyzing trends within the corpus of student and instructor writing, and mobilizing that corpus
to suggest changes to the existing STEM curriculum. This presenter will speak about how the
existing tools for completing instructor and peer reviews were adapted based on feedback from
students, teaching assistants, and instructors in STEM.
Presenters 5 and 6 will explore the lessons learned by this interdisciplinary collaboration,
focusing especially on needed faculty-development and the development of new evaluative
rubrics, Community Comments, and peer-review resources. Finally, they will address ongoing
corpus and big data research.
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CGC 212

Exploring “lean” partnerships: How loose international networks can revitalize
and globalize PTSC programs
Moderator: Bruce Maylath, North Dakota State University
This panel presentation will prompt audience members to reconsider long-held mindsets for
not only programmatic structures but also relationships to their and others’ institutions. With
the example of the international writing-usability testing-translation network known as the
Trans-Atlantic & Pacific Project (TAPP), the panelists will demonstrate the benefits that loose
partnering networks like the TAPP can bring to Professional, Technical, and Scientific
Communication (PTSC) programs, at virtually no cost and without institutional baggage and
bondage. In so doing, they will touch on several topics suggested in the conference CFP,
including re-thinking administrative practice related to our programs, including global
perspectives and contexts within our programs and courses, and exploring innovative or
updated pedagogical practices for many of our common courses. They will also address matters
from Tillery and Nagelhout’s 2015 anthology The New Normal: Pressures on Technical
Communication Programs in the Age of Austerity.
“Intercultural Connectivism and Associated Development: The Means to Sustain Innovative
Designs”
Bruce Maylath, North Dakota State University
The organic and long-term growth of TAPP over 16+ years demonstrates how learning by doing
can help PTSC programs enrich their curricula and expand their networks in austere times. As of
2016, the TAPP has connected many thousands of students at 25 universities in 15 countries on
four continents. TAPP collaborations cost virtually nothing: instructors simply agree on joint
assignments that their students will carry out together, then rely on commonplace
communication freeware for students to communicate with each other. There are no
institutional agreements or administrative costs (or interferences), and no costly hardware or
software. Thus, there is no need to spend time, money, or energy on seeking and maintaining
grant funding, nor do participants need to worry about a change in administration or
institutional funding being yanked. This presentation will summarize TAPP’s history and growth,
culminating in news from the first-ever TAPP conference, held in July 2016.
“Intercultural Connectivism and Associated Development: The Means to Sustain Innovative
Designs”
Ann Hill Duin, University of Minnesota
However, given the absence of formal agreements as well as TAPP program’s dependence on
specific faculty who are engaged with this pedagogical direction, how are such innovative
programs sustained over time? This presentation introduces the concept of intercultural
connectivism and associated development of learning networks as a means for sustainability
and innovative design amid a radically changing higher education landscape.
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“Navigating Nuances: Implementing a Lean, Zoomable Approach to Assessing an International
Collaboration”
Matthew Warner, North Dakota State University
The lack of institutional agreements, administrative costs, and other formal structures raises
issues regarding how to recognize and measure the impact that TAPP has on a program. To
explore how to evaluate the effect of TAPP on a program, this presentation explores a novel
assessment approach dubbed “zoomable assessment” that identifies and elaborates on the
contributions that TAPP has made at the course and program levels. Part of the zoomable
assessment is the development of mixed methods, including a statistical model to bolster
qualitative findings. Possible modifications to the approach to address changes in a program are
also proposed.

Session 2
9:45am-10:45am
CGC217

Fostering Research Communities
Moderator: Melissa Carrion, Georgia Southern University
(Re)considering research practices: Preparing master’s students for independent research
Julie Watts, University of Wisconsin, Stout
The Master of Science in Technical and Professional Communication (MSTPC) at the University
of Wisconsin-Stout is an online program that began enrolling students in 2009. The degree
includes an independent research (IR) experience, in which each student works with a faculty
advisor to design and implement a study of his/her choice and submits the research paper to
the Graduate School as a final step towards degree completion.
While IR has been a staple of the program since its inception, we have only recently begun
collecting data about its viability. What we do know is that many students struggle to complete
IR on time. Of the MSTPC students who have successfully completed IR, 40% have not
completed it within the semester timeframe identified as “standard” for its completion. This
has increased their time-to-degree by at least one semester (often more) and has lengthened
faculty advisement time accordingly. While degree completion issues like this are not
uncommon (Denecke, Frasier, & Redd, 2009), faculty want to address this to aid students and
to streamline their own advisement investment.
To understand current IR practices and to recommend strategies to improve them, MSTPC
alumni, industry advisory board members, and current students were invited to respond to
surveys asking their feedback about IR – its benefits and challenges and how the program could
improve IR and better communicate its value. Faculty participated in a focus group to identify IR
best practices and what recommendations they had for improving IR.
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Results showed that advisory board members affirmed the importance of IR, noting its benefits
to the students and especially the workplace. Specifically, students often pose IR projects
meant to address a communication problem that is occurring in their workplace. Board
members found this facet of IR to be highly beneficial to students and industry. Current
students wanted more deliberate connections between program coursework and IR: while the
program objectives highlight research and the courses engage students in research projects, the
specific connections to IR are not being made. Faculty wanted to see a more detailed
prospectus upfront before the advisement cycle begins as well as students showing a better
grasp of methods and methodology. In addition, students and faculty pointed out that no single
class introduces students to IR – the program director does so immediately preceding when
students need to enroll for the requirement, but that is often after students’ coursework has
been nearly completed. These student and faculty recommendations suggest that the program
curriculum and the program director need to do a better job of helping students design
research projects and to think early and often about IR.
The study findings can benefit programs, faculty and students. Program directors can examine
the recommendations to determine how these might be applicable to their program IR
practices. Faculty can consider the advisement and mentoring proposals and perhaps apply
them to scenarios with graduate students. Graduate students can consider the viability of these
practices and suggest ways to improve their approach to IR.
Running and Teaching Focus Groups: Three Issues and Potential Solutions
Chalice Randazzo, Eastern Michigan University
Focus groups are a common research method in industry, since they allow a small team to
access many people’s opinions in just a few sessions (Davy & Valecillos, 2011; Goodman,
Kuniavsky, & Moed, 2012; Morgan, 1997). But running focus groups is a difficult skill, one that
technical and professional communication (TPC) programs can help our students practice.
Programs that want to incorporate focus groups into their pedagogy have many materials to
choose from (e.g., Creswell, 1998; Eubanks & Abbott, 2003; Kitzinger, 1994; Lincoln & Guba,
1985; Stewart & Shamdasani, 2014). However, as I learned during my research (15 focus groups
with 51 participants) and in teaching the focus group method to introductory TPC students over
several semesters, these materials miss some of the subtleties and complications of running
focus groups in the field.
This presentation focuses on three issues that I could not find directly addressed in focus group
readings: rapport vs objectivity, “expert in the room,” and participants’ privacy. For each issue, I
provide a solution that I have used in my research and subsequently taught my students for
their research. To save time, the presentation will name, explain, and provide a solution for
each issue. For post-presentation discussion, I will provide a handout detailing readings, a
course schedule, and examples of each solution.
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1.

Rapport vs objectivity: Some TPC textbooks maintain that focus group moderators
should not react to participants’ assertions even while building rapport (e.g.,
Goodman et al., 2012). This is the most difficult balance for students to grasp, and
my solution is to incorporate 1) focus group training sessions and 2) readings that
challenge the idea of “objective” research (e.g., Lather, 1991, 2007; Lincoln & Guba,
1985; Tuhiwai Smith, 1999). In addition to a schedule showing the training sessions,
the presentation’s handout will include a list of readings I use for this purpose.

2.

“Expert in the room”: This challenge arose in my research because participants
considered me the “expert” on my topic and would solicit advice *during* the focus
group. I have also seen this happen with my students’ focus groups, since they often
interview underclassmen. Providing advice during a focus group biases/invalidates
the data, so I (and my students) built a question into the end of the protocol where
participants could ask for advice. This “release valve” question allows moderators to
deflect participants’ solicitations until the end of the session.

3.

Maintaining participants’ privacy: One of the issues with focus groups is that
participants cannot maintain privacy from other focus group members (Krueger &
Casey, 2014). I study silence, so this issue became an ethical dilemma in my
research: how can I listen to participants’ silence while still respecting their privacy?
(Ryan, 2002, also noted ethical dilemmas of studying silence.) The solution I used
and have taught my students is to incorporate a written component into focus group
protocols so that participants can write answers privately and choose whether to
speak those answers publicly.

Focus groups are a method in professions where TPC students work: for example, user
experience (Goodman et al., 2012). For programs and educators interested in incorporating this
method, this presentation addresses three issues and potential solutions that are not
commonly discussed in focus group literature.
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Fostering Disciplinary and Program Identity through the Undergraduate Research Methods
Course
Melissa Carrion, Georgia Southern University
Inherently interdisciplinary, the content of technical communication curricula varies based on
the department in which the program is housed (Meloncon & Henschel, 2013; Whiteside,
2003). These differences are reflected in program names and the degrees themselves;
examining Technical and Professional Communication degree programs across 56 institutions,
Meloncon and Henschel (2013) found a nearly even split between those offering a Bachelor of
Arts Degree and those offering a Bachelor of Science degree. This divide mirrors technical
communication’s dual status in the humanities and the social sciences, and can present a
particular challenge for technical communication degree programs in defining and articulating a
clear identity for stakeholders such as university administrators and industry hiring managers.
Building from McNely, Spinuzzi, and Teston’s (2015) argument that “methodological
approaches act as markers for disciplinary identity” (1), this presentation argues that requiring
a research methods course as part of the technical communication curriculum is one way to
bridge this divide and foster both disciplinary and program identity.
Indeed, despite the professed need to ensure quality in research methods for both technical
communication faculty and students (e.g., Blakeslee & Spilka, 2004; Campbell, 2000), less than
25% of undergraduate technical communication programs require such a course (Meloncon &
Henschel, 2013). This presentation discusses the development of an undergraduate research
course that addresses research methods in technical communication as they are employed in
both humanistic and social scientific inquiry, and requires students to develop a proposal based
on a research question they might encounter in an academic or workplace setting. Participants
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will discuss what methods, methodologies and practices are most essential for technical
communication students, how research methods courses can help to negotiate the role of
technical communication programs within larger departments (with varied methodological and
epistemological orientations), and what exemplars we can offer students and external
stakeholders to define research in the field. Ultimately, the research methods course offers
students essential skills, but it also offers programs the opportunity examine how students and
faculty understand and practice research in technical communication (e.g., Ross, 2014) in ways
that are crucial to developing program identity.
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Forging Multi-institutional Partnerships: Lessons Learned in Designing a Multi-Year
Collaborative Field Study
Rebecca Walton, Utah State University
Sarah Beth Hopton, Appalachian State University
We propose to share lessons learned in forging multi-institutional partnerships to support
fieldwork with humanitarian organizations in the Global South, which will lay the groundwork
for future international research and teaching opportunities.
Takeaways
An understanding of three keys to designing multi-institutional field studies, which may help
other scholars and practitioners avoid pitfalls in designing international research and teaching
opportunities.
Summary
International and intercultural professional communication (IPC) is a burgeoning area of our
field (Ding & Savage, 2013) with increasing relevance for students, who must develop
intercultural competencies in order to communicate effectively in globalized workplaces (Smith
& Mikelonis, 2011; St.Amant, 2011), and scholars, who are called to look beyond Western
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business environments for sites of study (Agboka, 2013; Walton, 2016). Concurrently, many
technical communication programs are facing austerity measures that curtail funding for
international initiatives. In this environment, multi-institutional partnerships offer both ways
and means to incorporate international initiatives into our programs (Crabtree & Sapp, 2005;
Renguette, Hovde, & Worley, 2015; Sapp, 2004; Starke-Meyerring, Duin, & Palvetzian, 2007).
These multi-institutional partnerships, however, are not without complexity and challenge.
In this presentation, professors at two U.S. universities who have recently returned from a
three-week field study in Vietnam—which took over a year to design and coordinate—will
present three keys to working multi-institutionally to organize and fund global fieldwork. The
presenters will briefly map the warren of institutional, governmental and financial complexities
navigated and overcome in order to gain access to their research site, conduct their study
ethically, and fund their study using nontraditional sources and strategies. The presenters will
conclude their presentation by offering three keys, illustrated with brief examples from their
recent collaborative project, which may help other scholars better manage similar conditions
and challenges. Post-presentation, the presenters and audience members can discuss
additional considerations relevant to technical communication educators forging multiinstitutional partnerships to support international initiatives.
Presenters
Sarah-Beth Hopton, Appalachian State University, hoptonsb@appstate.edu
Rebecca Walton, Utah State University, rebecca.walton@usu.edu
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Increasing program awareness through interdisciplinary learning communities
Diane Martinez, Western Carolina University
An alarming curriculum event took place at our university this past semester where a
department outside of English proposed and was approved to run a doctoral-level course on
academic and professional writing. Administration and faculty from the English department
were neither conferred with nor asked to teach the course. When the English department
resisted, the rationale that faculty from that department would teach the course instead of
English faculty was that the instructors knew how to write; thus, they had the expertise needed
to run this course. In other words, writing can be taught by anyone who knows (or thinks he or
she knows) how to write well. Likewise, in conversations with faculty from other disciplines
regarding courses in our professional writing program, it is not unusual for these professionals
to make the statement that I need to teach their students how to write objectively and
concisely—not like an English major. Such statements directly affect our programs as the views
that other professionals have about writing—and the teaching of writing—affect how students
in their programs view writing and the value of our courses.
Lutz and Fuller (2007) discussed issues of authority in the classroom in regard to students;
however, their theoretical foundation also applies to authority across professions. “Authority,”
they wrote, is “’the negotiation of power within the context of communities’” and “the
‘relations in communities […] are in part defined by differences in knowledge, experience, and
status’” (p. 202-3). Because all professionals write, it seems that sometimes professionals
outside of English view writing through their own knowledge and experience with writing and
their own status within their professions. Their own knowledge and experience with writing,
however, is not a reflection of what takes place in a writing class. What these professionals
forget is that writing faculty are trained experts, too—in the teaching of writing. But how do we
impress this point upon other faculty? Brammer, Amare, & Campbell (2008) who reported on
the teaching of writing and disciplinary conflict stated that more than dialogue is needed to
develop strong interdisciplinary writing initiatives. What is needed, they said, is a “forum of
production and exchange of knowledge” (n.p.). Quite by accident, I stumbled upon such a
productive forum.
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In this individual presentation, I propose to present on a university-wide learning community
initiative where all of the learning communities included composition and professional writing
courses. In particular, I will share my experience working with biology and anthropology faculty
to develop a science writing and community engagement learning community. The take-aways
from this presentation include the training strategies I directed in the learning community
training sessions and how the formation of this learning community produced a new
professional writing class in our program, increased interdisciplinary enrollment in our program,
and interdisciplinary faculty collaboration.
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Mentorship for Mid-Career TC Faculty: A Roundtable Discussion
Moderator: David Sapp, Texas Tech University
David Sapp, Loyola Marymount University
Kim Sydow Campbell, University of North Texas
Sam Dragga, Texas Tech University
TyAnna Herrington, Georgia Tech University
Miriam Williams, Texas State University
Summary:
During the 2015 CPTSC business meeting in Logan, those of us in attendance discussed the need
for mentorship for mid-career faculty in technical communication, focusing particularly on
issues mid-career faculty face as they manage new responsibilities and pressures, and also work
towards promotion to senior rank. The purpose of this panel is to begin to address this
identified need. As mid-career faculty reach this important stage in their careers and feel free
of anxiety about tenure, it is an ideal moment to take time to reflect on one’s life and to set
new goals related to professional aspirations. For some, it is a time to expand one’s teaching
repertoire, or refocus a research agenda, or find additional ways to serve the discipline, the
profession, and the public--ways that may have been unavailable or unwise earlier in one’s
career. It may also be an ideal time to consider how these changes will balance with other
aspects of one’s life (while not ignoring changes in the academy that have intensified the
burden on mid-career faculty in areas such as assessment, program review, and amped-up
regional accreditation standards).
This panel is designed to help mid-career faculty with the process of reflection and goal setting.
The presenters, all of whom have earned the rank of full professor at their institutions, will
address issues related to post-tenure professional satisfaction and the process of planning for
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promotion. The discussion will include advice about managing the post-tenure period, as well
as for sustaining a record that might eventually form the basis of a case for promotion to full
professor. While specific standards related to the achievement of promotion are situated in the
policy documents of each applicant’s own institution, the presenters will offer suggestions
based on their experiences and those in which they are most familiar.
These suggestions will cover a variety of post-tenure issues: sustained teaching excellence (e.g.,
ongoing participation in peer-review of teaching exchanges; maintaining a teaching portfolio;
tracking course evaluations and peer reviews), sustained research productivity (e.g., use of
sabbatical leaves; developing a plan for short-, medium-, and long-term productivity; strategic
use of collaboration/co-authorship and interdisciplinary research), and service that focuses on
visibility and leadership at one’s institution, discipline, and community. The presenters will
emphasize that these activities need to be documented much the same was as they were
during the pre-tenure career, and how important it is for that momentum to be sustained. The
presenters will end by encouraging mid-career faculty to reflect on their new responsibilities in
the post-tenure period and reminding them of their responsibilities as active mentors for junior
faculty and graduate students in our discipline, along with the importance of collegiality and
disciplinary citizenship, within and beyond the department.
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(Re)Envisioning a Professional Writing Curriculum in the Space of Institutional
Realignment and External Review
Moderator: Kyle Mattson, University of Central Arkansas
A Brief History of the PW Program
Carey Clark, University of Central Arkansas
Increasing Visibility of the PW Program
Allison Hitt, University of Central Arkansas
Disciplinary Identity and Cross-curricular Connections
Jen Talbot, University of Central Arkansas
The PW Program and the University's 4 Guiding Principles for General Education
Kyle Mattson, University of Central Arkansas
PANEL PROPOSAL
Part 1
In 2015-16, the Professional Writing (PW) Program at the University of Central Arkansas (UCA)
completed external academic program review—the first since adding the Professional Writing
track to the Writing major. In "Fifteen Years Strong," Smitherman, Mongno, and Payne (2015)
situated the track with efforts “to give interested students the opportunity to more specifically
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focus on movement between theory and practice…[including] rhetorical theory, multimodal
writing situations, and both service-learning and internship opportunities” (67).
Track implementation, however, faced many unforeseen obstacles and reconfigurations,
including loss of key faculty members, institutional realignment, and increased reliance on
remaining and new faculty to re-shape the programmatic vision. Yet recurrent informal
feedback from students and formal yearly programmatic assessments have informed revision of
program goals and courses these past four years. And this year’s external review has given
valuable global and specific feedback for progress.
In Outcomes-Based Academic and Co-Curricular Program Review, M. J. Bresciani (2006) reminds
us that “[i]f done appropriately, program review provides a singularly effective way of
addressing both the need for internal improvement and external accountability. It allows each
program or unit to review itself in light of its outcomes and in relation to the institution’s
mission and goals” (xii).
Part 2
Aware of how programmatic history and institutional culture impact the transition of the PW
program into a new department, our four-person panel links these challenges to trends that
many other U.S.-based programs face. In doing so, we seek possibilities, including new
curricular options and partnerships that will benefit our students in the final analysis.
Speaker 1 will discuss the history of the program from its inception, gathered from interviews
and internal documents, and described in the external review self-study, including the effects of
instability and institutional realignment.
Speaker 2 will discuss efforts to increase visibility of the PW program, based on
recommendations from the external review, by creating a centralized space that engages
students, promotes courses and events, and circulates relevant news and professional
development opportunities.
Speaker 3 will discuss the ways in which institutional realignment changes the affordances for
interdisciplinary connections and collaborations, and how, in turn, those connections shape the
identity and visibility of the program, as described in the external review self-study.
Speaker 4 will discuss how the PW program applies the UCA Core, which is a revised approach
to General Education (GE) coursework at both lower- and upper-division levels of
undergraduate study at UCA. The speaker will frame the effort in terms of four UCA Core
Values: Critical Inquiry, Effective Communication, Responsible Living, and Diversity.

CGC 129
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Addressing the Challenges of Establishing and Sustaining Programmatic
Commitment to Usability Studies: Four Stages, Four Perspectives
Moderator: Bill Williamson, Saginaw Valley State University
"How Might We Reflect Critically on Usability's Place in TSC Programs and Curricula?"
Steve Benninghoff, Eastern Michigan University
How Might We Effectively Teach Usability Without Access to a Dedicated Research Facility?"
Elizabeth Pass, James Madison University
"How Might We Effectively Teach Usability With Access to a Dedicated Research Facility?"
Scott Kowalewski, Saginaw Valley State University
"How Might We Build and Sustain a Usability Research Facility with Different Levels of
Support?"
Bill Williamson, Saginaw Valley State University
Session Overview
Usability Studies is a key methodological tool for TSC professionals. Carliner, Pohland, and Jong
(2014) suggest that technical communicators have been engaged in ongoing discussion of
certification for many years. As the STC's Body of Knowledge project took shape, usability and
connected areas of inquiry emerged as core to the profession. The recent study by Melancon
and Rich (2013) suggests that TSC programs trend toward developing places for usability
studies in their curricula. As we might expect, programs take a variety of approaches to doing
so, including integrating these concepts and practices as supplementary course content,
developing courses dedicated to such studies, and building and implementing a research
facility. All approaches come with challenges for establishing and sustaining effective
programmatic action. This panel explores these challenges, posing questions, sharing
experience, and fostering further discussion.
Session Panelists
Speaker 1, "How Might We Reflect Critically on Usability's Place in TSC Programs and
Curricula?"
Framed in the conflicts TSC faces by claiming a theoretical and academic background, Mirel’s
work critiquing usability (2002, 2004), and Johnson-Eilola's and Selber's work presenting TSC as
heuristic problem-solving (2014), Speaker 1 advocates integrating usability studies into TSC
curricula conceptually, not simply as practice.
This perspective allows programs to accomplish three goals: 1) to present usability studies as an
equally-informing set of theoretical practices that engage with the field both strategically and
tactically; 2) to position our field authoritatively relative to growth in UX approaches and
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universal design; and 3) to integrate usability strategically in lo-fi and lo-tech course
environments.
Speaker 2, "How Might We Effectively Teach Usability Without Access to a Dedicated
Research Facility?"
I dream of the day when I can teach usability studies in a dedicated lab. Like many other
members of our profession, I must develop, assess, and refine strategies for integrating these
concepts into courses that enact the methods, and build the professional authority, but that do
not rely on a research facility. Because technical communicators are well-positioned for careers
in usability (Redish and Barnum 2011), but typically face the same limitations, alternate
strategies are essential to their success.
Speaker 2 will discuss strategies for teaching usability testing, and integrating it in a curriculum
with no dedicated space and limited tools.
Speaker 3, "How Might We Effectively Teach Usability With Access to a Dedicated Research
Facility?"
Grounded in interdisciplinary traditions of usability studies (Redish and Barnum 2011), usercentered design (Johnson, 1997 & 1998), and participatory design (Spinuzzi, 2005), Speaker 3
examines outcome-focused approaches that help TSC program administrators design, support,
and sustain a curricular focus on usability studies. Speaker 3 argues that usability methods help
students apply theoretical concepts in useful and practical ways, while engaging in inter- and
multidisciplinary projects.
Speaker 3 will discuss strategies for integrating usability studies into an existing professional
and technical communication curriculum, once a dedicated facility has been established.
Speaker 4
Responding to the TSC charge of integrating usability into a program at any academic level
presents challenges. Although success in that endeavor may create opportunities to develop a
dedicated research facility, doing so may prove daunting. Prevailing wisdom rightly suggests
that such labs may be costly, resource intensive, and difficult to sustain (Howard 2015).
Speaker 4 will examine the realities of creating a usability research facility at three commitment
thresholds, and offer strategies for sustaining programmatic action and institutional buy-in for
such a project.
Works Cited
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PTW Threshold Concepts as Relationship-Building Advocacy for PTW Programs:
A Case Study
Moderator: Marie Moeller, University of Wisconsin La Crosse
Marie Moeller, University of Wisconsin La Crosse
Lindsay Steiner, University of Wisconsin La Crosse
Chris McCracken, University of Wisconsin La Crosse
Advocacy has been a focus of professional and technical writing (PTW) in multiple ways,
including social justice advocacy (Crabtree & Sapp, 2005; Walton & DeRenzi, 2009; Walton,
2013; Agboka, 2013, 2014; Walton & Jones, 2013; Walton, Zraly, & Mugengana, 2015),
advocacy in legal arenas (Propen & Lay, 2013; Germain-McDaniel, 2010; McKee & Porter, 2010;
Schuster, Russell, Bartles, Kelly-Trombley, 2013), and advocacy in scholarship/field definitions
(Harris, 1978; Durack, 1997; Miller, 1979; Allen, 1990; Johnson-Eilola, 2004; Bay, 2010). Building
upon such work, this panel calls the field to employ threshold concepts as advocacy in and for
PTW. We call to mind Stuart Blythe’s 2014 CPTSC presentation regarding threshold concepts in
course documents. In this presentation, we extend Blythe’s employment of threshold concepts
by considering how such threshold concepts might be beneficial to support relationshipbuilding and advocacy activity with three stakeholder groups: students, colleagues and
administration, and community partners. PTW programs thrive when they build relationships
with other disciplines at their institutions, with their local communities, and, of course, with
students (Soria & Weiner, 2015; Lam, 2012; Andersen, 2013). Such relationship-building
requires time and energy from PTW instructors/administrators, both of which may be in short
supply. Therefore, PTW instructors must find a way to advocate for their field, for their
students, and for themselves in an efficient, effective, and ethical way. Threshold concepts may
act as starting points for advocacy conversations with stakeholders external to the field of PTW.
Ultimately, this panel will offer audience members an advocacy heuristic for identifying and
using threshold concepts in interactions with these three stakeholder groups. This heuristic will
emphasize adaptable guiding questions, and may assist PTW faculty in building and growing
successful programs in PTW, as well as advocating for the work and complexity of PTW more
broadly.
Speaker One will discuss threshold concepts and their advocacy capacity with regard to student
stakeholders and the actors in their larger networks. In doing so, Speaker One will explain how
Blythe’s call to include threshold concepts in the classroom/course documents can extend not
only to having students understand those important concepts for classroom work and for
collaborating with other students, but also for explaining the work of PTW to clients for courseembedded projects, to work in internships, and with an eye towards the job market. Thus,
Speaker One explains how threshold concepts may help advocate for the importance and
complexity of the field of PTW and help students advocate for their work as they transition
from academia to the workplace and as alumni.
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Speaker Two will discuss threshold concepts and their capacity for advocacy with university
stakeholders. In doing so, Speaker Two will explain how threshold concepts can be integrated
into dialogue with colleagues and administration to build community and understanding in
support of necessary work such as curriculum change, faculty research/professional
development, technology needs, alumni connections, as well as to understand the complexity
of PTW. Thus, Speaker Two explains how threshold concepts may help advocate for improved
working conditions of PTW teachers, amplify community-building within an institution, and
promote the importance and complexity of the field of PTW.
Speaker Three will discuss threshold concepts and their capacity for advocacy with community
stakeholders. In doing so, Speaker Three will explain how threshold concepts can be employed
in/as advocating for connections between university and community stakeholders. Some
effects of such advocacy may include building networks with community stakeholders while
simultaneously advocating for a more robust understanding of the work of PTW as a form of
symbolic-analytic work (Johnson-Eilola) and not solely a skills-based enterprise. This work can
be done in many ways—through discussions with community leaders when setting up
internships, connecting with potential service-learning clients, as well as through employing
threshold concepts when serving as references for PTW students to potential employers.

Session 3
11:00am-12:00am
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Course Design, Service Courses, and TPC in FYW
Moderator: Pavel Zemliansky, University of Central Florida
Shoring up the Service Course: Revisiting Constituencies and Recasting Curriculum in the
Sustainable Professional Writing Program
Michael Knievel, University of Wyoming
In technical and professional communication, questions of programmatic sustainability and
responsivity feature prominently as programs face ongoing economic uncertainty in American
higher education. At my institution, significant recent funding cuts put new pressure on our
professional writing minor program to fill classes to capacity and streamline operations,
creating new staffing, scheduling, and funding challenges. The nature and threat of these
conditions—existential at times—seemingly invite conservatism, even contraction, set though
they are against a backdrop of disciplinary growth and increasing complexity in technical and
professional communication. In such a context, questions of institutional program visibility and
strength, though always present, have become increasingly important (Leslie and Northcutt;
Ford and Lanier; Dragga).
While we recognize the importance of managing programmatic sustainability and variety at a
broader level of curricular scope, we are also particularly cognizant of the local institutional role
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of our senior-level service course in technical communication, which served as the cornerstone
for our program’s development fifteen years ago. Indeed, in a climate of scarcity, we are finding
ourselves turning inward toward that service course as a somewhat-ironic “core,” a move that
likely registers as conservative at face, but which we see as offering a guiding principle for
program sustainability and as having potentially strong rhetorical consequence: the potential to
impact and sustain our more “peripheral” offerings by nurturing crucial goodwill, feeding
recruitment, and demonstrating utility on our campus at a moment when communicating
programmatic value is essential. As a course that still enjoys strong support around campus—its
value codified and cemented once again in our recently-adopted university studies program—
we recognize the need to leverage its contextually-defined significance and tend to it
specifically and actively.
To that end, we are positioning ourselves for a significant revision of our service course,
recognizing that doing so must, perhaps more than ever, involve clear and deep engagement
with local stakeholders while also richly engaging the discipline. To do so, we are conducting
research on two fronts:
1.
Internally: representative disciplinary faculty and students on our campus—their
vision and expectations for the service course
2.

Externally: faculty, programs, and best practices beyond our campus

3.

This presentation reports on the internal dimension of this study (local survey and
interview data) and our effort to capture a viable and usable portrait of what our
major department constituencies and our students, respectively, value and respond
to in our service course. I then offer some brief thoughts about how this
internal/institutional research can be placed into dialogue with efforts to identify
best practices and cutting edge curricula through the external portion of the study.

My presentation will provide audience members with new data on the technical
communication service course’s stature in a state research university setting that likely parallels
other institutional circumstances and will also invite audience reflection on how—and why—to
reinvigorate service courses across contexts.
References
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(Re)Considering the First-Year Experience: Teaching How to Think, How to Write, and How to
Do
Charles Sides, Fitchburg State University
Integrating 'Meta' Elements of Professional Communication Theory and Practice into a Required
First-Year Writing Class
Pavel Zemliansky, University of Central Florida
This proposal deals with the topic of innovative or updated pedagogical practices for many of
our common courses. Specifically, it considers the possibility of strategic integration of
elements of technical communication theory and practice into an honors section of a required
first-year writing course at a large public university. This presentation connects with the theme
of the conference by offering a potential productive connection between technical
communication and first-year writing. Without superseding or subverting the goals of the firstyear writing class, the approach proposed here can help increase students’ motivation to learn
while providing them with a broader view of how professional and academic writing work.
Connections like this one can help both first-year and professional writing programs explore
ways to relieve enrollment, student motivation, and other pressures they face.
I present a design for a first-year writing course, which includes element of technical and
professional communication. Over 80% of the students in the section I describe were science
and engineering majors. While it was important to fulfill the traditional goals of first-year
writing, it was also important to motivate students to learn through discipline and professionrelevant projects and assignments. The students were asked to conduct a “professional genre”
analysis project and a “professional writing practices analysis project.” In the first project, they
applied the notions of genre, rhetorical situation, and discourse community to a common genre
from their scientific or engineering discipline. For the second project, they conducted primary
and secondary research to create a picture of writing practices in their discipline.
The audience will “take away” the following items from this presentation:
1.
2.
3.

A course design which integrates first-year writing and professional communication
Descriptions of possible projects for such a course
A framework for thinking about methodological, pedagogical, and design
connections between first-year writing and professional communication.
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Technical Communication and Social Justice
Moderator: Natasha Jones, University of Central Florida
Re(considering) Program Design and Social Justice: Using Programmatic Data to Advocate for
Course Equity
Natasha Jones, University of Central Florida
Laurie Pinkert, University of Central Florida
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Presentation Summary:
Technical and professional communication program coordinators, like most administrators
across higher education, are often required to account for the “success” of their programs
through markers such as enrollments, persistence of students from one year to the next, and
graduation rates. While these markers are certainly one way to measure program effectiveness,
they can mask other characteristics that programs and faculty might deem as markers of
successful programs.
In this presentation, we address the question: What methodologies—or theories or principles—
can guide the programmatic work we do? More specifically, we seek to expand the notion of
effective programmatic design by suggesting that characteristics such as course equity, that is
the level to which students from a range of backgrounds are positioned to succeed in a given
course is an important element to consider in programmatic design. This session will
demonstrate the ways that student data (such as demographic information) and program data
(such as course success rates) can be coordinated in order to help program directors,
coordinators, and faculty to see the level of equity among course and program requirements.
The ideal of course equity builds on existing literature and theory that emphasize the value and
importance of inclusion within the classroom. Pedagogical theories and approaches, such as
critical pedagogy, assert that recognizing and embracing cultural differences are necessary for
engaging with issues of power and privilege within the classroom. Within the field of technical
and professional communication, Savage and Mattson (2011) pointed to the need for diverse
curricular programs that are developed and created for the individuals who are a part of them
(Savage & Mattson, 2011, p. 9). In addition, as technical and professional communication
moves to integrate social justice and human rights perspectives into our research, teaching, and
program design, scholars argue that engaging with social justice requires advocating for and
amplifying agency in marginalized groups (Jones and Walton, forthcoming). When considering
programmatic design, using programmatic data to encourage course equity provides a means
for increasing the agency and success of our students in a more inclusive manner.
Attendees at this session can expect to observe data analysis methods that can be adapted for
their respective institutions, receive a heuristic for developing program-specific research
questions, and discuss strategies for using this programmatic data to foster conversations with
various levels of stakeholders-from faculty to administrators. We anticipate that this session
might also foster connections among those interested in issues of programmatic justice and
equity.
References
Jones, N. & Walton, R. (forthcoming). Using narratives to foster critical thinking about diversity
and social justice. In M. Eble and A. Haas (Eds.), Integrating theoretical frameworks for
teaching technical communication.
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Technical Communication and Social Justice: Building and Sustaining Programs
Michelle Eble, East Carolina University
Constance Haywood, East Carolina University
Zachary Lundgren, East Carolina University
Stephanie West-Puckett, East Carolina University
Gerald Savage argues that because topics of social justice are redirecting and shaping research
in technical communication, pedagogical work should expand to fit the needs of the field as
well (Haas & Eble, n.d.). Programs in technical communication are often built and sustained
through the important research conducted by graduate students. Thus, this panel focuses on
theories of social justice and cultural rhetorics that illustrate the research and teaching
practices utilized by technical communication graduate students in our program.
While some research in our field advocates for public rhetorics and civic engagement in
technical communication, speaker 1 emphasizes the roles of social justice and cultural rhetorics
in sustaining technical communication programs and introduces ways they can advocate for
environmental, economic, scientific, and critical literacies both outside and inside the
classroom. This panel builds on Simmon’s work on civic engagement and environmental policy
and Grabill’s research on community rhetoric and action by highlighting three projects that
incorporate social justice theories and cultural rhetorics.
Speaker 2 will explore why technical communication programs should learn from and utilize
theories and practices found in risk communication and environmental rhetorics. As a case for
observation, this presentation examines industrial hog farming in eastern North Carolina and
how this communication of risk, or lack thereof, is disseminated to the local public(s). As both
economic driving force and environmental hazard, hog farming is a complex, local issue, worthy
of critical and focused rhetorical examination. How does one translate such a nebulous
concept, both economic cornerstone and major pollutant, to those who live within miles of
nearly nine million head of hogs? Programs should not only study these issues of risk
communication, but also aid publics by giving them the tools and information to make policy
decisions that best serve local and community interests.
Using social justice as a framework for increasing science and technical literacy and making
science programming less elitist, Speaker 3 will introduce Remix, Remake, Curate—a NSFfunded open, online science literacy programming model that she co-developed and cofacilitated with museum scientists, spoken word poets, teachers and students, K-higher
education. This model demonstrates how technical communication programs can adopt five
queer rhetorical practices for on- and off-line programming that prioritize accessibility,
welcome failure and accountability, break down hierarchies, value all contributions, and center
love as necessary for learning.
Speaker 4 will examine the need for redesigning technical communication pedagogical
approaches by emphasizing intersectional oppression, social justice, and ethics. The application
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of critical theory within learning spaces as well as the discourse surrounding those who are
both purposefully and inadvertently overlooked in technical processes suggest that oppressive
structures tend to be intersectional and classroom curriculum currently lacks in presenting
students with methods of ethical decision-making and advocacy. Speaker 4 outlines the
benefits to programs and their students in redesigning their pedagogies in ways that
immediately introduce technical communication students to topics of ethics and social justice
work.
CGC 1002

Diverse Perspectives on Teaching
Moderator: Tim Giles, Georgia Southern University
Professional Communication Student Engagement and Retention in Hispanic-Serving
Institutions
Kenneth Price, Texas A&M University-Kingsville
Topic or focus of the proposed presentation
Using programmatic research to shape program identity and direction to engage and retain the
Hispanic student population in scientific and technical communication programs at HSIs.
Programmatic issue addressed or examined
How to enhance access and success for Hispanic students interested in earning degrees in
technical and scientific communication.
Topic
Hispanic-Serving Institutions (HSIs) are defined as colleges, universities, or systems/districts
where total Hispanic enrollment constitutes a minimum of 25% of the total enrollment with at
least 50 percent of those students being the first generation in their families to attend college.
Many HSIs are mainstream institutions that have been transformed through demographic
enrollment changes, especially in southern and southwestern states, where an expanding
Hispanic population resides in large numbers. These areas of skyrocketing growth of Hispanic
population makes HSIs an increasingly important set of local higher education providers.
Despite the rapidly increasing number of Hispanic students entering postsecondary education
in the past decade, the Hispanic student population remains vastly underrepresented in terms
of the percentage of students both pursuing and attaining STEM degrees. Similarly, Hispanic
students have been even more underrepresented in scientific and technical communication
degrees.
The current trend of austerity in raising tuition and placing more of the financial burden for the
cost of higher education on families is a challenge for many students who choose to attend
HSIs. Moreover, historically, fewer financial resources have prevented many HSIs from being
able to compete for the best faculty, upgrade and maintain facilities, establish or improve
technological infrastructures, and fund large endowments. While the rising cost of a college
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education is beyond the purview of professional communication programs, the problems of
student preparedness, engagement, and retention at HSIs are not.
Based in part upon success in other disciplines, possible solutions to these problems include the
following:
1.
How an institution deploys its resources, curricula, learning opportunities, and
support services to induce students to participate in educationally purposeful
activities directly correlates to successful student retention.
2.

Seminars, learning communities, and developmental advising have a surprisingly
huge influence on student engagement and retention.

3.

Strong engagement indicators include student-to-faculty contact, active learning,
prompt feedback, time on task, and respect for diversity.

4.

Other possible means to engage and retain students include a gateway seminar
course, peer mentoring with upper-division students, student clubs similar to
student chapters of the Society for Technical Communication (STC), and experiential
learning that has the students representing the program to external constituents
beyond a single internship or coop capstone course.

5.

Most important, if professional communication programs at HSIs want their
students to persist, they must offer opportunities and assistance to engage them
early and often, not just at the end of their academic course work.

Connection of the proposed presentation to the conference theme
Exploring innovative or updated pedagogical practices for many of our common courses.
Summary of what attendees can “take away” from the presentation to apply to or use within
the context of their own organizations or programs.
Attendees will contribute to an important conversation about a rapidly growing student
population that has historically been vastly underrepresented in scientific and technical
communication programs, with student retention and success as the primarily goals.
Teaching Multimodal Writing in the Health Professions: Pedagogies of Space
Elyse Lord, University of California, Davis
Proposal:
Since online learning changes stakeholders’ relationship to time and space, the resulting
pedagogical choices—and challenges—can boggle the imaginations of faculty and
administrators alike. Even the question, “What are we measuring when we assess student
learning?” seems to be somehow more dimensional.
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In this interactive look at how to efficiently develop content—and assess learning—across
different learning media, one faculty speaker will share examples of how, in the same quarter,
she used one Canvas (learning management system) shell to strategically deliver carefully
sequenced assignments in three different courses and learning environments. That is, some
students met only in person, while others, depending on the task, met in person, online
synchronously, and/or online asynchronously. (Use of one Canvas shell was an attempt to save
time and to streamline development of course content.)
The instructor’s students were all enrolled in different sections of an upper-division required
university course titled “Writing in the Professions: Health.” Although learning media varied,
students in all three sections were given the same assignments as well as almost unlimited
opportunities to meet with their instructor in person (during office hours) or online (via
Webinars).
The course had been “flipped,” meaning that students’ classroom (face-to-face and virtual)
time was spent collaborating to solve problems as they worked on group and other projects
(Velegol, Zappe, & Mahoney, 2016). Students would actively approach the instructor—in or out
of class—to seek additional help with problem-solving.
Some of the problems students solved involved creation and sharing of multimodal prewriting
assignments, e.g., public service announcements about how to write effective personal
statements (to be used by other students), short videos and panel discussions (to practice
catering a message to a real audience), and podcasts (to, among other things, bring an
enhanced sense of voice into students’ writing). The end goal was to, through strategic and
efficient course design, facilitate increased student engagement and increased student mastery
of learning objectives.
Because efficiency of course design affects staffing and assessment of faculty performance in
complex ways, the interactive portions of Digital Showcase: Project-Based Learning in Three
Dimensions will emphasize the efficient aspects of course design. (Efficiency of course design
was measured through instructor’s self-assessment and records, e.g., time spent logged in to
Canvas, and number of one-on-one meetings with students.)
Because student engagement and mastery of learning objectives is a big topic, student
response and performance will be limited to a high-level discussion—with help from
multimodal examples of student work and from summary graphs and tables. (Data quantifying
student engagement and mastery of learning objectives was gathered through primarily
ethnographic research methods.)
Upon viewing this presentation, administrators tasked with scheduling both traditional courses
and online courses will gain insight into how content is or is not transferable across media.
Faculty viewers will gain insight into how to strategically and efficiently sequence
assignments—including multimedia assignments—in traditional classrooms, in blended
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classrooms, and in quarters/semesters when they suddenly find themselves teaching in both
blended and traditional classrooms.
A partial reference list, as yet unedited, follows.
Reference List (Partial, Unedited)
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Smith, Robin. (2008). Conquering the Content: A Step-by-Step Guide to Online Course Design.
San Francisco: John Wiley & Sons, Inc.
Velegol SB, Zappe SE, and Mahoney E. (2015). "The Evolution of a Flipped Classroom: EvidenceBased Recommendations." Advances in Engineering Education, 4(3).
Examining the Potential of a L2 Metalangauge Framework for Enhancing Programmatic
Assessment and Teacher Training Activities
Mark A. Hannah, Arizona State University
Summary of Topic: In light of recent increases in international, second language (L2) student
enrollment at U.S. post-secondary institutions, program administrators face unique challenges
when providing their staff (faculty, instructors, lecturers, teaching assistants) with appropriate
professionalization opportunities for developing expertise in L2 writing, especially in assessing
and responding to L2 writers’ work. This presentation reports on findings from a pilot technical
and professional writing teacher training initiative designed to address this very administrative
need.
Specifically, this presentation describes a metalangauge framework developed from the pilot
study findings that was designed to provide staff with vocabulary/terminology for addressing L2
writing issues that appear in students’ work. At the core of this framework is a concern with
helping technical and professional writing staff rearticulate their relationship to L2 writing
instruction beyond traditional error recognition and correction to a more expansive and
generative delivery or provision of language support to L2 students. The metalanguage
framework offers staff a heuristic both for identifying what kinds of language support are
needed in a class and for strategizing how to provide oral and written feedback that
complements such support and is responsive to the unique communication needs of L2
students.
Connection with Conference Theme: The presentation connects with the “approaching
assessment practices in different ways” and “proposing approaches to faculty training” topic
areas listed in the conference CFP. Specifically, the presentation describes how administrators
can use the proposed metalanguage framework to help staff attune their teaching and
assessment practices to account for global and linguistic diversity in their classrooms.
Approach for Examining Topic: Using key findings from the study as well as contemporary L2
and technical and professional writing theory, the presenter will describe how the
metalangauge framework was developed. To illustrate how the framework functions, the
presenter will use sample vignettes from attempts at using the framework in professional
writing courses and demonstrate the kinds of challenges teachers encounter when working
with increasingly large L2 student populations. As part of these discussions, the presenter also
will describe how he collaborated with other English faculty (L2 writing, applied linguistics,
second language acquisition) to attune the framework and make it more responsive to the local
and disciplinary forces (e.g. institutional, governmental, social, and economic) that shape a
program’s tasks and activities.
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Take Away: Presentation offers program administrators the following:
1.
A practical and theoretically driven instrument for broadening teacher training
programs to facilitate the development of second language writing assessment
practices
2.

Insights about how to begin developing processes for identifying and understanding
the different levels of second language writing expertise amongst their staff

3.

A model for facilitating collaboration between distinct expertise strands (e.g.
technical writing, professional writing, L2 writing, applied linguistics, second
language acquisition) within a program or institution.
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Perspectives on the Capstone Course
Moderator: Susan Youngblood, Auburn University
Exploring and Defining the Undergraduate Capstone experience in Technical and Professional
Communication
Joanna Schreiber, Georgia Southern University
Lisa Meloncon, University of Cincinnati
Overview:
At the undergraduate level, the capstone course stands out as one of the most common
courses across TPC programs with 70% of undergraduate degree programs requiring one
(Meloncon, 2016). Because of its importance and prevalence in our programs, it is a course that
deserves further analysis. The capstone deserves additional exploration both because it is a
common course in many programs, but also because it brings together, perhaps more than any
other course, a variety of interests and stakeholders. It serves (or should serve) as a gateway
between academic programs and the workplace. In this position, the capstone is the
intersection between the identity of the academic field and the identity of TPC in the
workplace. For these reasons, the capstone is the most appropriate place to explore the
sustainability of programs (See Johnson, 2004) and the sustainability of professional identity
(See Faber, 2002).
We use the capstone as a place for the critical reflection promoted by both Johnson and Faber,
to examine programmatic practices, identities, and values as they manifest in the course and as
they inform or are informed by industry and the field at large. As new programs are established
or existing programs expand, it becomes increasingly important to have unifying and
sustainable definitions of core courses and we contend that as a field, there is not yet unifying
definition of this course. We seek to establish a unifying definition both because the capstone is
a core course (See Meloncon and Henshel) and because it serves as the crossroads for
individual, programmatic, field, and workplace values and identities. Using programmatic data,
we ask the following questions:
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•
•
•
•

What does the capstone course look like in TPC?
What does it the capstone course do?
What does this course tell us about the field?
Why are the implications of this course for the value of the field?

Our presentation discusses the importance of the capstone course as a site of converging
identities and values. We then highlight the major findings of our programmatic data collected
using Meloncon’s method (See Meloncon and Henschel, 2013). In conclusion, we offer a
framework for developing sustainable professional and programmatic identities. During the
Q&A session we will elaborate on the findings as well as data collection methods if the
audience requests additional information.
Relevance to Conference Theme:
The conference theme is methods and methodologies of programmatic scholarship. Using the
capstone course as a site of analysis, we offer a framework for reflecting upon and developing
sustainable professional and programmatic identities.
Method/Approach:
We develop a hermeneutic framework for analyzing programmatic data collected using
Meloncon’s method. We situate the role of the capstone course from a meta-history (the actual
course) point of view and from a hermeneutic point of view (examining the course as part of
larger contexts, e.g., its role in the curricula and the field). This hermeneutic point of view is a
framework for sustainable programs and identities (See Johnson and Faber) in two ways. First,
examining practices and deliverables from a larger context allows us to shift from a course
defined by deliverables to a course defined by instruction and the contextualizing work that
instruction does in relation to activities and deliverables such as portfolios and client projects.
This larger context also allows us to examine how this course can and should define the roles
and value of technical communication.
Audience Take-Aways:
The capstone course is part of many programs, but it is under-theorized. We wish to provide
conference attendees with a framework for reflecting upon, revising, and/or developing their
capstone course as a sustainable intersection of programmatic, academic, and workplace values
and identities.
Works Cited:
Faber, B. (2002). Professional Identities: What Is Professional about Professional
Communication? Journal of Business and Technical Communication, 16(3), 306-337.
Johnson, R. (2004). (Deeply) sustainable programs, sustainable cultures, sustainable selves:
Essaying growth in technical communication. In T. Kynell-Hunt & G. J. Savage (Eds.),
Power and legitimacy in technical communication Volume II: Strategies for professional
status (pp. 101-119). Amityville, NY: Baywood.
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Meloncon, L., & Henschel, S. (2013). Current state of US undergraduate degree programs in
technical and professional communication. Technical Communication, 60(1), 45-64.
Meloncon, L. (2016). Unpublished raw data.
Using Programmatic Research to Guide Curriculum Development: A Proposal to Include a
Capstone Portfolio Course to Shape Program Identity and Direction
Herb Smith, Kennesaw State University
Overview
Many technical communication programs today use portfolios as assessment tools for
measuring student performance in individual courses, but few programs have a capstone
portfolio course that assesses curriculum outcomes. This presentation offers discussion points
on the benefits of designing a capstone project portfolio course to shape program identity and
direction and also to provide students with portfolios that showcase skills, concepts, and tools
useful in the workplace. Specifically, this presentation will describe an innovative project
portfolio course for technical communication majors that includes a mentoring component, an
Open House that serves as a final exam, and a process approach for developing professional
paper and electronic portfolios. Attendees will receive guidelines on how to develop such a
course.
Programmatic Research on the Usefulness of Portfolios in the Academy and in Industry
Research documenting how portfolios contribute to the learning environment and to program
identity and direction consistently points out the value that portfolios have as pedagogical
instruments. Research suggests that portfolios help in shaping the professional identity of
students as well as the direction of academic programs. Kimball (2003) notes that portfolios
have great promise as pedagogical tools while Scott and Plumb (1999) comment on how
portfolio assessment addresses ABET criteria for engineering programs to show how well their
graduates communicate effectively. Killoran (2011) reports the results of a survey of 240
independent contractors and consultants noting how portfolios help them market their
technical communication services. Zimmerman and Paul (2007) examine mentoring practices
within the technical communication classroom and note the difficulty in developing an effective
mentoring model.
It is clear that portfolios are widely used for a variety of reasons; however, there is very little
research that focuses on how a capstone portfolio course can help shape program identity and
direction and provide students with a valuable professional tool. This presentation focuses on
that topic.
Description of the Course Content
Our project portfolio course has essentially two main components: 1) the development of
electronic and paper portfolios and 2) a career unit that includes a mentoring program. Each
student creates a working portfolio of sample artifacts for feedback. Using feedback from
classmates, teachers, and a mentor, students revise and re-design their working portfolios into
professional portfolios. The career unit focuses on having students develop a number of career
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documents that include a professional LinkedIn profile, a professional resume, and a
networking plan.
Mentorship Program
Each student is paired with a professional technical communicator, writer, or media specialist.
The mentor provides the student with feedback on the student’s developing portfolios and also
provides the student with career advice.
Open House
Every student in the portfolio class must participate in the Open House, which serves as a final
exam in the course. The Open House, which we have run for better than 10 years, is a huge
success providing our students and our three undergraduate degrees with widespread
exposure and a great deal of positive feedback from the general community and from
administrators and faculty throughout the university.
Conclusion
A capstone portfolio course offers technical communication programs a number of important
advantages. It helps shape program identity and direction and provides students with a
valuable professional tool.
References
Killoran , J. B. (2011). Web portfolios of independent technical communicators…and the
documents of their clients. Technical Communication, 58 (3), 217-237.
Kimball, M. (2003). The web portfolio guide: Creating electronic portfolios for the web. New
York: Longman.
Scott, C., & Plumb, C. (1999). Using portfolios to evaluate courses as part of an engineering
writing program. Technical Communication Quarterly, 8, (3), 337-350.
Smith, H.J. & Haimes-Korn, K. (2007). Portfolios for technical and professional communicators.
Upper Saddle River, N.J.: Pearson.
Zimmerman, B.B. & Paul, D. (2007). Technical communication teachers as mentors in the
classroom: Extending an invitation to students. Technical Communication Quarterly, 16
(2), 175-200.
From Finding to Building Common Ground: Negotiating Issues in the Co-design of a Crossdisciplinary Computer Science and Technical Communication Course
Liz Hutter, Georgia Tech
Halcyon Lawrence, Georgia Tech
At Georgia Tech, the College of Computing (CoC) and the Writing and Communication Program
(WCP) in the School of Literature, Media, and Communication currently offers a hybrid, yearlong capstone course for computer science majors. The CoC and WCP partnership involves
active collaboration in course design, assignment design, face-to-face delivery of course
content, and evaluation of student work. On the one hand, cross-disciplinary courses provide
an alternative to the widely-offered introductory technical communication course often
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criticised for teaching to the template, and instead offers a course which is “connected to the
subject matter...to allow for authentic exigencies and to create a dialogic environment”
(Artemeva et al., qtd in Gulbrandsen 2012 p. 244). On the other hand, a significant challenge of
a hybrid course is ensuring that students perceive the contributions of both disciplines as
equally important. Cross-disciplinary courses run the risk that the student experience becomes
compartmentalized; that is, students participate in two separate courses, often privileging or
valuing one over the other. As a result, a common concern raised by the collaboration
between a STEM-content course and a communication course is that the expertise of the
technical communication will devolve into purely fulfilling a service role.
At issue is the need to create a cross-disciplinary course in which students’ communication
experiences can be adapted and transferred to their future workplace contexts. Hence, rather
than tacking on technical communication learning outcomes to the other discipline and vice
versa, a process we see as finding common ground, we argue, course organizers must build
common ground by negotiating programmatic and pedagogical issues. For this reason, a
collaboratively designed course should emphasize the expertise of technical communication
instructors in rhetorical approaches more so than genre knowledge. With an emphasis on
rhetorical concepts (such as process, design, audience, argument, and purpose) students learn
communication principles they can apply across different genres in their discipline. Thus, the
expertise of technical communicators shifts from teaching students to identify the genres and
genre conventions of a specific STEM discipline to helping students develop the rhetorical
sensitivity needed in workplace communication.
Our paper’s comparative analysis of learning outcomes from computer science and technical
communication shows how instructors might move from discipline-specific outcomes to an
integrative core of learning objectives. Development of common learning objectives requires
that course designers negotiate programmatic and pedagogical issues. At a programmatic
level, a cross-disciplinary course presents specific administrative challenges ranging from
decisions about staffing the course, to designation of credit hours, to negotiating course
management practices. These programmatic issues in turn impact pedagogical decisions and
the delivery of a unified course. Relevant pedagogical issues include decisions about when and
how to introduce an assignment, the use of terminology with different disciplinary meanings,
and the use of class time to incorporate both lecture and workshop approaches. The insights of
our analysis of a cross-disciplinary technical communication and computer science capstone
course are generalizable to technical communication programs which are thinking about or
already have in place writing and communication courses linked with STEM-oriented
departments.
Word count: 499
Works Cited
Gulbrandsen, K, “Revising the Technical Communication Service Course,” Programmatic
Perspectives 4(2): Autumn 2012, 243-254.
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Service Learning in the TC Curriculum
Moderator: Lars Soderlund, Eastern Oregon University
The Service Learning lifecycle: Preparation, chaos-control and follow-up to help students learn
to work with multiple stakeholders in writing
Elisabeth Kramer-Simpson, New Mexico Tech
Steve Simpson, New Mexico Tech
Lars Soderlund, Eastern Oregon University
Proposal:
A service-learning approach to proposal or grant writing courses in Technical Communication
can increase the relevance of our work to the larger university and public community. At a time
when higher education and particularly the humanities may be “under attack,” demonstrating
our Technical Communication programs as valuable to a variety of stakeholders in and outside
of the university can bring us strong allies. The increase in the number of participating
stakeholders introduces students to real-world problems of audience and expectations
(McEachern, 2001), and introduces teachers to logistical challenges. In this panel, we discuss
some pedagogical strategies for negotiating these different stakeholders.
We provide strategies that cover the lifecycle of a proposal course, using descriptions of our
planning, implementing and following-up of these grant opportunities at our institutions. Not
only are these real world experiences valuable for students, who move towards a more
legitimized transactionality (Cargile-Cook, 2014) and professionalism, service-learning
methodology of teaching Technical Communication classes builds strong ties between students
and various stakeholders in these projects which can strengthen the impact of the overall
programs involved.
Speaker 1 introduces techniques for preparing students to work with multiple stakeholders in
the service-learning proposal writing class. These techniques include helping students gather
information on the partnering organization and learning rhetorical principles. We provide
resources while still promoting student research of funding options. We coach students on how
to make initial contact with potential funding sources and query for information on funding
priorities. Ultimately, students are taught in these initial stages the importance of keeping the
client needs in the foreground of their writing process.
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Speaker 2 discusses practical and psychological strategies for managing the chaos that arises
during grant writing projects in service learning classes. Specifically, speaker 2 describes
multiple grant writing courses which led to benefits beyond just winning the grant. Preparing
proposals in class generated benefits such as the students’ exposure to the complex proposal
writing processes and community partners’ reflection on collaborative infrastructure. Speaker 2
discusses the need for instructors to both manage the chaos that necessarily emerges from the
service-learning collaborations between stakeholders in the grant writing process, and to
accept that chaos as generative.
In order to maximize the impact of the grant writing class, Speaker 3 describes follow up
learning opportunities for students after the semester is over. These opportunities range from
revision with additional feedback to independent studies. We re-connect with the client about
funding priorities. These techniques lead to additional learning for interested students and
often funded grants. Additional instruction after the semester benefits both students and the
client organization.
References
Cargile-Cook, K. (2014). Service learning and undergraduate research in Technical
Communication programs. Programmatic Perspectives, 6(1), 27-51.
McEachern, R. W. (2001). Problems in service learning and Technical/Professional Writing:
Incorporating the perspective of non-profit management. Technical Communication
Quarterly, 10(2), 211-224.
(re)Considering Service Learning
Devon Fitzgerald Ralston, Winthrop University
Service-learning has long been a component of technical writing programs not only because of
the experiential and research benefits for students but also the connection to local
communities. Kelli Cargile Cook (2014) notes that service-learning projects require students to
engage in complex interactions with community partners, encountering issues of race and class
that complicate their understandings of audience, culture, and community. Bowdon and Scott’s
Service-Learning in Technical and Professional Communication (2003) provides an approach to
developing and evaluating service learning projects. While Robert McKeachern (2001) has
written about how to work better with non-profit organizations in client-based courses.
Following McKeachern’s example, this presentation reconsiders service learning in technical
writing by examining two different courses involving non-profit client projects. The first, a 400
level grant-writing course where in teams, students worked with different non-profit
organization to seek and write grant proposals. The second, a 400 level document design
course where the class worked with one non-profit client on a variety of document needs
including newsletters, brochures, logo re-design and infographs. Each class faced a variety of
challenges in working with the non-profit clients, ranging from organizations being underprepared to communication delays. The intricacies of non-profit organizations create rich
environments in which students must navigate as well as unique writing opportunities. But as
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McKeachern reminds us, the nature of non-profit work may lead to high turnover rates in staff
and volunteers as well as lack of documentation from year to year. In addition to offering
sample syllabi, and tips on forging relationships with non-profit organizations, this presentation
seeks to create a space where we can discuss how to address the challenges of working with
non-profits as clients, how to better incorporate non-profit client-based projects into technical
writing curriculum, how to help students manage such work and how to create sustainable
partnerships with non-profit and community organizations.

Session 4
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Globalization, Transnational, and International Perspectives in Technical
Communication
Embracing the challenges of globalization and civic engagement through document design
Isidore Dorpenyo, George Mason University
In this presentation, I present an assignment my students engage in and how the assignment
helps them to meet the complex processes of globalization and also to help them participate in
civic activities. Literature indicates that technical communication programs are battling two
major challenges: 1) the need to educate students to participate in the multifarious processes
of globalization (Agboka, 2013; Ding, 2014; Savage, 2010; Walton, 2013); and 2) the need to
educate students to engage in civic activities (Bowdon, 2004; Dubinsky, 2004; Jones, 2016;
Rude, 2004; Scott, 2004). Hence, it has become paramount to look for ways that we can
educate students to embrace these complex forces. The big question lies in how to engage with
these issues in our classrooms. Several scholars have identified that programs should adopt a
decolonial approach (Agboka, 2014), critical race theory (Haas, 2012), service learning or client
based approach (Scott, 2004), action research and social justice(Jones, 2016; Walton & Jones,
2013) approaches as ways to embrace the two front battles. Walton (2013) and other scholars
have identified, however, that even though our societies and workplaces have become a
globalized environment, most civic engagement activities in the academy are limited to local
communities in which universities are located. Walton (2013) argues, and I agree, that the
appropriate way to prepare our students to embrace the kind of globalized environment that
we live in is to “seek civic engagement opportunities within not only local contexts, but global
as well” (p. 148).
I respond to the call made by Walton and others by reporting an assignment which students in
my HU 3120 Professional and Technical Communication have been involved in for three
consecutive semesters and how the approach to this assignment provides students with skills
to understand the complex process of designing for multicultural audiences and in addition
learn strategies to participate in a civic activity. This assignment, dubbed “the big project,”
requires students to redesign a user manual that accompanied the biometric technology
adopted by Ghana for its 2012 presidential and parliamentary elections. The project does not
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only give students the opportunity to design a document for an international audience; it also
helps to interrogate the social justice implications of the technologies we adopt and design.
More so, students get the opportunity to interrogate institutional structures that have inhibited
free fair and incontrovertible elections in Ghana. In this direction, we enact Young’s (2011) call
for an interrogation of institutions to identify how such institutions oppress and dominate.
Thus, the assignment does not stop at the redesign process, it opens avenues to discuss
broader issues in international contexts. I believe that assignments such as this one, helps
students to understand the processes involved in designing and communicating with global
audiences. They also learn how to enact their social responsibility. That is, they are exposed to
the idea that they are part of larger society and that they need to participate in activities that
will expose various institutional structures that oppress, dominate and disenfranchise
individuals in resource constrained environments. We teach students the technical skills they
need to design technical documents but we need to help them to critically think about the role
the documents play in broader contexts.
One of the main goals of this conference is to seek ways to “include global perspectives and
contexts within our programs and courses.” I believe my presentation meets this requirement
as it provides strategies and approaches faculty and instructors can adopt as they think about
broadening the scope of technical communication. The assignment I talk about helps to present
a global approach to technical communication pedagogy and course design. More so, it
provides an “innovative…pedagogical” practice.
The assignment I discuss is part of a large project I am working on. My broader goal is to
redesign the user manual which accompanied a biometric technology adopted by Ghana for its
2012 presidential and parliamentary elections. Thus, in order for students to cultivate the spirit
of civic engagement and global communication, I design a 5-component semester long project
in my HU 3120: Professional and Technical communication. The first phase of the assignment
requires students to perform a textual analysis of the user manual to identify issues worth
correcting. After the analysis, I assign them to write a report on the state of the user manual;
then, they write a proposal persuading the Electoral Commission to recognize the need to
redesign. Then, they develop a prototype. The prototype phase is followed by usability testing.
Here, they test their written documents on some Ghanaian students on Campus. After usability
testing they design the final user manual.
The need to assign projects which will help students to 1) embrace the challenges of
communicating with global audiences; 2) cultivate strategies which will enable them to engage
in civic activities beyond the local; 3) the need to adopt a social justice approach to document
design.
Developmental Aid in the Global South: Implications for the Global South
Josephine Walwema, Oakland University
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GiveDirectly has joined the ranks of developmental aid organizations. Rather than rely on
institutions and state agencies, it donates directly to aid recipients thereby granting them
agency to determine allotment of that aid.
This model is a participatory kind of activism that resists institutional and nation states models
of disbursing aid. It is supported by leveraging the Internet’s ability to mobilize for a cause. The
results are telling. Reportedly, $93 cents of every donated dollar goes to the beneficiary, unlike
the institutional models’ 10 cents (Shah, 2014, Starr & Hattendorf, 2014).
This new model of developmental falls in the category of informal workplaces. Specifically, it
highlights the emergence of technical communication in the Global South, which falls outside of
"the context of government and industry and embodies tacit commitment to bureaucratic
hierarchies, corporate capitalism, and high technology" (Miller, 1979,616). Such work is not
simply humanistic (Miller) nor is it posthuman (Mara & Hawk, 2010). Rather, it is a complex
interplay among human intentions and technological possibilities with the core mission of
caring for various parts of the individual. This distinction is important because technical
communication has focused mostly on “formalized workplaces” (Walton, 2016), which has led
to the neglect of other forms of technical and professional communication.
This presentation examines emerging workplace practices in the Global South characterized by
the informal workplace. It joins a growing body of research (Spinuzzi, 2012; Peterson, 2014;
Walton, 2016) that seeks to engage technical communication in making visible the expertise
associated with such informal workplaces. In making such expertise visible, the presentation
interrogates the work of individuals in the practice of their everyday lives (de Certeau, 1984)
inform technical communication. Ultimately, the presentation is an attempt to engage extrainstitutional forms of workplace communication made possible by using mass access to the
cheap and easy technology made possible by the Internet.
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Five Ways to internationalize your TC programs
Xiaoli Li, University of Dayton
Huiling Ding, North Carolina State University
The connection between the proposed presentation to the conference theme
Most literature on technical writing teaching/communication in China, from 1985-2001,
concludes that the technical writing/communication teaching is “extracurricular or ad hoc”
(Tegmeier, et al., 1999) because “the concept of writing for lay readers or the general public is
not yet recognized as a need” (Barnum, et al., 2001, p. 402).
In recent years, more companies in China have realized the importance of technical
communication. Companies realize that great products should increase the comfort and
satisfaction of the user experience, including their experience of using documentation to
experience with the products and services. The introduction of the Belt and Road Initiative in
2013 has facilitated the profession of technical communication to gain momentum, which
ultimately contributes to its visibility.
In China, technical writers and communicators are often employed in MNCs such as Microsoft,
IBM, Siemens, and Johnson & Johnson. Large Chinese companies such as Huawei, ZTC, Haier,
have also established their own information architecture department or documentation
department in addition to their translation department. There are also companies that are
committed to providing technical writing services to other industries or businesses. To meet
the need of their international clients for technical writing, localization companies must have
skilled staff that is proficient in English writing, familiar with the clients’ products as well as
technical writing standards. However, the different job titles adopted by companies may still
negatively affect the visibility of the profession of technical communication in China.
Therefore, it is still early to conclude that technical communication has arrived as a profession
in China. There is no school in China that offers a standalone degree program in technical
communication. Only a handful of universities in China are offering a course in technical
communication.
Challenges for Chinese universities:
1.
Get approval from the Ministry of Education in China
2.
Get support from higher level administration at individual institutions
3.
Get qualified faculty
4.
Educate people outside the field what TC is and what technical communicators do
Takeaways for conference attendees (five ways to internationalize the TC program in the US)
1.
Building collaborative programs
a.
Leverage on the existing programs
i. If your institution has partnership universities in China, especially there is
already a MOE between your institution and a Chinese university. Both
the school of translation studies (MTI) and English department might be
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2.
3.

4.
5.

interested in having a class or program in TC (e.g. master-level program:
NCSU and Nanjing Normal University; undergraduate-level program:
Northeast Normal University and Kennesaw State University—used to be
the SPSU).
ii. If your institution has an existing certificate program, you can target oneyear or short-term visiting students (UD-XISU TESOL program could be a
model)
iii. If your institution has an existing program on teacher training, you can
recruit faculty members who are interested in teaching TC
b.
Build a new collaborative program at master’s level
Teaching and training opportunities for faculty members in the US to go to China to
teach a TC course or offer workshops on how to teach TC, or develop a TC program
Research areas: How technical communicators in China research, design, develop,
and manage information? How is DITA used by technical communicators in China?
How do technical communicators in China see the importance of usability design
and user experience design? How are technical communicators trained in China?
Has technical communication arrived as a profession in China?
Consulting possibilities for your faculty members: Collaborating with companies like
Huawei, or Beijing University
Internship and job opportunities in China for TC students or graduates in your
program

Transnational Rhetoric and Communication Model: Curriculum Design, Teacher Training,
Textbook Design, and Pedagogies
Xiaobo Wang, Georgia State University
Why the transnational? Our world is not peaceful and is suffering from threats such as terrorist
attacks and all kinds of conflicts and violence online and in reality. When thinking about
sustainability and development for the humanity as an entity, as well as the development and
growth of technical communication as a field, we need intercultural, contrastive, transnational,
and translingual approaches to administrate, to teach, to and to communicate in the
international context. Ding and Savage’s summary on the present status quo of intercultural
professional communication unfold several challenges of intercultural professional
communication (2013), curriculum design, teacher training, textbook, and pedagogies all need
further development. St. Amant (2002, 2010, 2011, 2012, 2015) argued ways of teaching
intercultural and digital literacy in technical communication classrooms. Thatcher’s onion
model for intercultural rhetoric and communication is significant in the study of professional
communication when he gives sufficient communication examples in different disciplines and
fields (2013). Matsuda and Matsuda proposed to “reimagine students in the classroom as
citizens of the world” (2011). This proposal resonates Thrush and Thevenot’s paper “Globalizing
the Technical Communication Classroom: Killing Two Birds with One Stone.” Technical
communication instructors face a two-fold challenge as Thrush and Thevenot claim: one is to
teach “students native to the United States to the complexities of international and
multicultural communication,” the other is to help “nonnative speakers of English” develop
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English skills (65). Both studies imply the importance of helping students to become world
citizens who can deal with complex, multicultural, and international rhetorical and
communication situations. I investigated how technical and scientific communication and
writing is taught in terms of curriculum design, teacher training, textbooks, and pedagogies.
Administrators, instructors, researchers, and students from different disciplines participated in
the survey. I especially focused in-depth analysis of the interview data of participants who have
internship and working experience in international working environments from Department of
Chemistry, Department of Biology, Department of Computer Science, Robinson Business
School, Department of Mathematics, Department of Communication, Department of linguistics,
and Department of English regarding to their academic writing, daily communication, and
especially their working communication.
Responding to Matsuda and Matsuda’s call for cultivating world citizens, I maintain a stance to
help cultivating and developing teachers’, students’, as well as professionals’ awareness of
globalized identities, competences in understanding different cultures, identities, and
ideologies, and promoting transnational responsibilities in a technical and scientific way via
curricular design, teacher training, textbook writing, and pedagogical perspectives. For the
purpose of my research, I have analyzed 15 popular textbooks used in general technical
communication classroom and discussed their advantages and disadvantages in dispersing
transnational information. I give sample syllabus and sample curriculum designs at the end of
the paper and argue that interdisciplinary and international collaborations in teaching and
research should be conducted in order to improve teacher training, curriculum design,
pedagogy, and textbook designs.
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Proposal Info:
The kind of presentation: Individual presentation
The title of the proposed presentation:
Transnational Rhetoric and Communication Model: Curriculum Design, Teacher Training,
Textbook Design, and Pedagogies
The connection between the proposal presentation and the conference theme:
My research project has the same emphasis with our conference theme in that it discusses and
focuses on programmatic issues such as what kind of classes should we establish to help
cultivating students’ transnational literacies and communicative competence? How and why
instructors should be recruited/trained to teach such classes? What kind of textbooks should
we prepare for such classrooms? What assignments should we give students to train their
transnational and global technical communication abilities/skills?
Research Approach/Method: Empirical (for surveys and interviews), content analysis (for
textbooks), and rhetorical analysis (for surveys, interviews, and textbooks)
Take aways:
1. Sample curriculum design and cross-departmental collaborations can administrators and
other stakeholders make to cultivate students’ transnational literacies in technical
communication.
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2. Sample training programs can we build up to enhance instructors’ competence in
teaching transnational technical communication?
3. The kind of textbooks to choose and what pedagogical perspectives to apply when
teaching transnational and global technical communication.
CGC 218

Innovative Teaching Strategies
The Politics of Résumés: Stakeholders, Pedagogy, and Programmatic Outcomes
Laurence José, Oakland University
Summary (491 words)
Résumés stand among the most traditional genres in business writing; as such, they are amply
represented in our textbooks (Popken, 1999) and have become a de facto part of STC curricula
(Bird & Puglisi, 1986; Culwell-Block & Sellers, 1994; Harcourt & Krizan, 1989; Penrose, 1993,
Smith, 2013). Given their real-world rhetorical function, résumés offer pedagogical
opportunities to open up the classroom and to lead students to create tangible connections
between their academic identity and future professional selves. In a context where higher
education is increasingly asked to justify its existence by foregrounding its vocational function
(New, 2015), résumés have become an easy way to emphasize the relevance of degree
programs to students’ post-academic lives.
But beyond a traditional, student-centered conception of the résumé genre (i.e., as individual
“passports” into professional life), the pedagogy of résumés can also serve to raise important
curricular and programmatic questions. Because of the wide array of stakeholder interests the
genre represents (those of students, teachers, curriculum designers, career services programs,
writing program administrators, STC scholars, etc.), an exploration of how the genre has been
disseminated in our curricula can not only reveal the discipline’s capacity to create documents
that engage outside audiences, but also how curricula position themselves and interact with
their stakeholders. In other words, the pedagogy of résumés offers a perfect context for
initiating conversations regarding students’ competences, program outcomes, and, most
broadly, the connections between academic and professional literacies. I contend that the
dialogical dimension of résumés makes the genre a privileged space both for analyzing local
programmatic outcomes and for gauging the discipline’s capacity to create and sustain
conversations among its stakeholders.
Drawing from recent applications both in genre theory (Miller, 2009) and stakeholder theory (St
Amant, 2003; Nugent & José, 2015), this presentation will adopt a synchronic and diachronic
perspective to address the following questions:
1. What can an analysis of résumés and the evolution of the résumé genre tell us about
the (dis)connections between academic programs and the workplace?
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2. To what extent can we realistically reproduce workplace literacies in the classroom?
3. How do résumés reflect both institutional/disciplinary discourse and the discourse of
the workplace?
4. How does the field’s pedagogy contribute to stabilizing the genre (i.e., through its
reification in textbooks) while accounting for its evolution and its dynamic nature? And,
more broadly, how well does the field account for the genre’s function outside of
academic programs in an increasingly globalized and international workplace?
To answer these questions, the presenter will report on a semester-long study in a Midwestern
University that surveyed a number of stakeholders in résumé pedagogy and examined the
genre’s evolution in STC textbooks while contemplating what the future of the genre holds,
both in the workplace and in our curricula.
This presentation will be of interest both to STC teachers seeking to integrate student identities
into curricular planning and to program administrators working on creating more spaces for
planning and establishing connections between academic programs and outside audiences.
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Peer Feedback Methods in Online Technical and Professional Communication Courses
Vince Robles, Iowa State University
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Matthew Baker, Iowa State University
Online peer review—the process of improving documents with online peer feedback—
exemplifies workplace writing because it embodies a shift to distributed work (Dicks, 2011;
Spinuzzi, 2007; 2015) in which authors and reviewers may never meet face to face (FTF) but
instead interact online. In online writing instruction, student peer reviewers engage in similar
practices. Fostering quality feedback would prepare these students with conceptual skills, such
as rhetorical proficiency, abstraction, social proficiency, and system thinking (Henschel &
Meloncon, 2014), to move beyond the “surface-level wordsmithery” more typical of
“commodity work” to “contribute a strong and strategic value” to the workplaces they join
(Mackiewicz 2014, p. 422). Technical and professional communication (TPC) program
administrators share this vision for their students, yet programs with FTF courses coordinate
peer review activities that use oral feedback. These activities become more complicated online
because feedback is generally written and asynchronous to accommodate distributed students.
Consequently, Breuch (2004) observes that “peer review scholars must acknowledge an
extension of the concepts of conversation and dialogue to include written communication” (p.
77). Because peer review looks differently online, we argue that online TPC instruction provides
a strategic programmatic opportunity for fostering quality feedback that signals that students
possess the conceptual skills necessary for distributed workplace writing.
However, many student reviewers are motivated to give lower order concern (LOC) feedback
about grammar, mechanics, and format rather than higher order concern (HOC) feedback about
content, organization, logic, and “concern for readership” (Sommers, 1980, p. 384; see also
Faigley and Witte, 1981). As a result, researchers agree that instructors should teach students
to focus on the higher order feedback that encourages revision (Berg, 1999; Stanley, 1992; Tang
and Tithecott 2000). To do so, instructors model peer review (Berg, 1999), train peer reviewers
(Zhu, 1995), or change the feedback mode to audio (Reynolds & Russell, 2008). We extend
these methods by asking: How can online TPC programs encourage students to give higherorder peer feedback to practice skills that give stronger and more strategic improvements to
workplace writing?
To answer this, we investigate if students sharing an audience and purpose encourages more
higher-order feedback. We report on a content analysis (Hsieh and Shannon, 2005) of
approximately 1100 directives written by online students to help both online and onsite peers
improve documents written for a common audience and purpose, a context achieved through a
unified case method (Gale, 1993). Applying a reliable and tested coding scheme, we describe
the types of directives online students give. We also diachronically analyze these directives to
relate them to document development in order to confirm workplace revision research that
claims higher-order feedback happens early (Bush, 1981; Corbin and Boyd, 2002; Gerich 1994).
Confirming this relationship will encourage online TPC program administrators to implement
peer review early in their courses.
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In this study we also describe pedagogical materials for the online courses and give concrete
guidance to administrators of online TPC courses interested in using similar methods. Study
results will also help programs seeking to prepare students for distributed workplaces.
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Reconsidering new strategies for data visualization activities in the technical communication
curriculum
Barb Horvath, University of Minnesota
In 2013, our department crafted program outcomes in five key competency areas to more fully
define our Technical Writing and Communication degree program: written communication,
digital literacies, rhetorical/writing theory, technology and culture, and information
management. Through our surveys and assessment process, we identified “digital literacies” as
an area we want to strengthen to better prepare our students for technical communication
practices in the 21st century. In this presentation, I will discuss reconsidering strategies in
classes in our curriculum, specifically, “Visual Rhetoric and Document Design” to enhance and
emphasize digital literacy. My goal, with the assistance of our Liberal Arts Technologies and
Innovations (LATIS) partners at the University of Minnesota, is to incorporate new class
activities and assignments using best practices in data visualization
In Charles Kostelnick’s (2016) article in Technical Communication, he asks, “Given this new data
design landscape, what are its benefits and drawbacks and what are the implications for
practice?” (p. 132). He also adds that “…designers and their audiences stand to accrue many
benefits from data visualization. Readers gain the ability and confidence to explore complex
data sets that might otherwise remain hidden or inscrutable to them…” (p. 132).
For application purposes, I will choose resources that will give students an efficient and
effective way to find and design their information. In a 2010 Ted Talk titled, “The beauty of data
visualization,” data journalist and author, David McCandless, states that “Visualizing
information, so that we can see the patterns and connections that matter and then designing
that information so it makes more sense, or it tells a story, or allows us to focus only on the
information that's important” (McCandless, para. 1).
In my presentation, I will examine and share the theoretical framework of data visualization
through authors in the field such as Jacqus Berten, Lee Ellen Brasseur, Charles Kostelnick, and
Edward Tufte. In addition, I will share examples of practical applications of data visualization
through the lens of current “gurus” such as David McCandless, Albert Cairo, and Nathan Yau.
For attendees, I will share my insights on using these resources to develop class sessions (a
module) in my “Visual Rhetoric and Document Design” course as a model. I plan to include the
theory and practice of data visualization and to develop assignments that require students to
use datasets effectively to create a data story. Attendees will gain insight into effective
resources and practices used in this model that can be useful in reconsidering data visualization
modules in the classroom.
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ted.com/talks/david_mccandless_the_beauty_of data_visualization.htm
Theater Improv in the Technical Writing Classroom: Fostering Participation, Engagement, and
Active Listening Through Theater Games
Avery Edenfield, Utah State University
Louise Zamparutti, University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee
In response to the call for more innovative pedagogical approaches to engage all students in
collaborative and creative problem-solving, analysis, and dialogue (Bridgeford, Kitalong, Selfe
2004; Rainey, Turner, and Dayton 2005; Whiteside 2003; Yancy et al. 2004), some have turned
to games and humor (Bay and Blackmon 2014; Bianchi and Buhunicky 2014; deWinter and
Moeller 2014; Flowers 2001; Vie 2008). For example, Vie asked, “How then can technical
writing instructors excite students about the fundamentals of technical writing, while also
introducing students to the rhetorical notion of revision for a particular audience? One answer
is the use of video games to teach the usability study genre as well as to teach the importance
of rhetorically based revision processes in writing while also introducing students to the
rhetorical notion of revision for a particular audience” (158). Flowers and Bridgeford, Kitalong,
and Selfe assert humor can be an exercise in creativity and cooperation (2001; 2004).
Improvisational theater is one pedagogical strategy that combines both humor and games.
Improv principles include trust, acceptance, attentive listening, spontaneity, storytelling, and
nonverbal communication (Berk and Treiber 2009). Improv helps students learn to accept and
adapt to complex ambiguous situations “rather than reflexively trying to impose order on
something that has not yet unfolded” (Watson 1261). As improv teacher Brister stated, “Improv
rules are life rules” (Lam). Already used in management and medical communication courses
(Hoffman, Utley, Ciccarone 2008; Huffaker and West 2005; Watson 2011), improv can be a
powerful strategy for teaching cooperation, listening skills, communication, and critical
thinking.
In spring 2016, a cohort of business and technical writing instructors at UW-Milwaukee
implemented improv games in their classrooms. In this joint presentation, two members of the
cohort will share 1) why theater games like improv are well suited for the technical writing
classroom, 2) how theater games can be implemented as a one-off activity or integrated into
the structures of the course, and 3) the results of implementing theater games in a business
writing classroom and an engineering communication course.
Based on student participation in classroom discussion and collaborative work, Louise will show
how improv fostered a sense of community in the classroom and increased overall
participation. Additionally, she will present results from an anonymous survey of students'
assessments of the effects of theater improv on their experience in the course. Results indicate
students feel more engaged with the course materials and have a greater involvement in
meeting course goals than in other courses they take that do not use theater improv.
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In order to facilitate critical discussions in the classroom, Avery committed to integrating
improv into each class meeting. She believes improv and other games helped create the
conditions for meaningful dialogue by laying a foundation of trust and honesty. In this
presentation, Avery will share her experiences of using improv to facilitate classroom dialogues
about critical issues such as agency and ethics in technical writing.
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Politics of Programs
Moderator: Laura Palmer, Kennesaw State University
Decision criteria for terminating programs
Teena Carnegie, Eastern Washington University
As academics we are deeply committed to our programs. The technical communication
programs that we serve and oversee are integrally linked to our professional identities, the
status of our profession, and our economic security. For the majority of programs, building,
maintaining, innovating, and growing programs remains the primary concern, and the idea of
program termination seems unthinkable. As a result, criteria for making decisions about
program termination often come from outside of our programs from university administration
who often know very little about our discipline and whose political motives are not always
transparent.
For technical communication program administrators who manage more than one program,
including undergraduate majors and minors, and/or graduate programs (M.A. and/or Ph.D.),
and/or certificate programs (not to mention additional online programs), there comes a time
when we need to seriously consider the viability of a program. And we must decide when a
program is NO longer viable and what the criteria for viability are. For example, should low
graduation rates be the determining factor? If so, what is too low? Or should economic
demand be the driving criteria? If so, what do we do when there is high economic demand but
low enrollments? Or should the program review be the determining factor? If program reviews
consistently demonstrate the high quality of a program and show that students are well
prepared for their future careers, do we maintain the program even if there is insufficient
faculty and an ongoing lack of funding and support?
Through this presentation, I want to raise questions about the criteria we use to make decisions
about program viability: What criteria should we use for deciding to terminate a program? And
how significant is each criteria as a factor in the decision-making process? I would like to begin
a conversation by asking participants to consider criteria compiled from various university and
education review board policies:
How relevant are each of these factors for deciding whether or not to terminate a program:
• Ability to serve or align with the university’s mission or strategic goals
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Ability to meet the needs of the citizens of the state by providing a viable
educational and occupational objective
• Economic (marketplace) demand (often measured in terms of employment
opportunities)
• Ability of program to enhance the university’s reputation in the state and nation
• Student demand
• Sufficient enrollment (usually measured as ability to justify cost for instruction,
facilities, and equipment).
• Retention rates
• Graduation rates
• Job placements
• Availability of qualified faculty
• Academic strength, productivity, and quality of the academic program and its faculty
(usually measured via program assessment and review)
• Efficiency of program operations in relation to revenues and expenditures
(measurements may include credit hours, student/faculty ratio, research dollars,
etc.)
• Potential cost savings or losses from elimination of the program
• Importance of the program for supporting other academic and research programs
• Availability of sufficient funding and support to sustain program
Defining such criteria will enable us all to better understand the complexity of the decision and
enable us to make effective decisions and arguments regarding the viability of our programs.
•

Change, Change, Change…how to assess a decade of program revision?
Christopher Eisenhart, University Massachusetts, Dartmouth
Karen Gulbrandsen, University Massachusetts, Dartmouth
The Professional Writing Master’s program at UMass Dartmouth—an early program of its kind
and one of the few in its region—has undertaken major changes that reflect its generational
shift. Founded in the 80s, no faculty who taught in the program before 1999 remain. Over the
past 10 years, the program has redesigned its curriculum and admissions practices, guided
primarily by 4 principles:
•
•
•
•

Focus
Rhetoric
Usability
Sustainability

The changes in the program include: revising the curriculum by focusing on a core of applicable
requirements instead of wide-spread electives; limiting curriculum to technical and professional
writing to the increasing exclusion of creative writing; revising the thesis from an academic
thesis to professional portfolio; creating and implementing an accelerated (4+1) Master’s
program; and raising admissions standards, particularly for internal undergraduate applicants.
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During the same period, the program has also reviewed but dismissed administrative
inducements to develop a Phd program and to develop a fully-online program.
The paper we present discusses our assessments to date and assessment plan for our program,
to evaluate the effectiveness of our changes and to direct changes and guide our course ahead.
Our mixed-methods approach includes quantitative evaluation of financial and enrollment data,
and qualitative methods of assessment of student attitudes, student work, faculty attitudes,
and feedback from alumni and businesses/organizations in our region. We hope the
presentation will demonstrate for audience members what has and hasn’t worked to guide us
and to support our advocacy for initiatives/change with our own administration, as well as
create an opportunity for feedback from the audience about alternative approaches.
Road Trip: Navigating the Twists and Turns of Developing an Online Post-Baccalaureate
Program in Technical Communication
Laura Vernon, Radford University
Presentation Overview
Many technical communication programs continue to seek ways to offer high-quality, revenuegenerating, and value-added opportunities to a greater number of potential students such as
older adults and working professionals. One opportunity has gained wide-spread momentum:
offering post-baccalaureate certificates online. Why the combination of an online certificate?
First, post-baccalaureate certificate programs can meet the needs of a growing number of
individuals who prefer flexible, convenient, and dynamic programs of study that can be
completed in less time than a master’s degree (Nash, 2015, p. 80; Quillen, 2015, para. 5; Graber
& Chodzko-Zajko, 2014, p. 173). Georgetown University’s Center on Education and the
Workforce reports that postsecondary certificates are the fastest growing form of credentialing,
making up 22 percent of awarded credentials in 2010, compared with 6 percent in 1980
(Carnevale, Rose, & Hanson, 2012, p. 8). In addition, working professionals with a bachelor’s
degree over the age of 30 are more likely to seek a certificate (as opposed to a master’s degree)
to bolster their credentials as they seek new employment, salary increases, or a new career
(Carnevale, Rose, & Hanson, 2012, p. 7). Second, an online education is fast becoming the norm
for adult learners. According to the Pew Research Center (2011), approximately three-quarters
of the nation’s higher education institutions offer online courses, roughly one-in-four college
graduates have taken an course online, and more than a third of adults who have taken an
course online say the educational value is equal to that of a face-to-face course (pp. 1, 3).
Radford University recently received approval to offer an online post-baccalaureate certificate
in professional writing; the first cohort of students will begin Fall Semester 2016. The road from
conception to execution has been a long one, beginning three years ago with a feasibility study.
The tasks then moved on to developing meaningful curriculum, (re)writing audience-specific
proposals, moving the proposals through the sluggish approval pipeline, and recruiting
prospective students. Along the way, there have been many twists and turns in this road—
some expected, several not expected. Even so, lessons have been learned that may be
beneficial to others beginning their road trip or forging ahead into unknown territory. The
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presenter, therefore, proposes to offer suggestions for a safe journey based on her experience.
While this presentation will focus primarily on developing an online post-baccalaureate
certificate program, the suggestions could easily apply to other types of programs. The
presenter will explain how to conduct a feasibility study to gauge interest and value in a
proposed new program, what issues to address in the program proposal, what to expect during
the approval process, where challenges may surface and how to deal with them, what
assessments to consider and how to defend them, and how to recruit new students using
university resources. Attendees will leave the session with a variety of methods and practices to
navigate successfully the road toward a new online post-baccalaureate certificate program.
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What of Professional Status?: Why any Warm Body Really Won’t Do
Brian Blackburne, Sam Houston State University
Carroll Ferguson Nardone, Sam Houston State University
As we continue to deliberate the professional status of our field, we must consider that we are
not necessarily understood or recognized as a specialized field of practice. At our conferences
and meetings, we intuit what makes us technical communicators, and we enact these attributes
in our academic and professional lives. But achieving the same level of understanding outside
of our field, ironically, is a difficult transaction to negotiate. As Savage (2003) proclaimed, “[w]e
cannot be recognized by others if we can’t even recognize ourselves (p. 1). More recently,
Henning & Bemer (2016) note that “consensus is needed among scholars as to what technical
communicators should do (p. 321). Programs of technical communication remain the academic
vagabonds—found in English departments and engineering colleges, as rhetoric and writing
department standalones, and sometimes in departments whose disciplines are linked by a
related focus on cultural or rhetorical studies. A cursory review of the academic programs listed
in the Association of Teachers of Technical Writing website (“Undergraduate Programs,” 2014)
reveals program titles as diverse as: English Writing; Communication and Media; Specialized
and Technical Communication; Scientific and Technical Communication; Literature, Writing and
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Rhetoric; Professional Writing; and the more familiar and numerous Technical and Professional
Communication. While we might view these various alignments as nuances of a richly defined
field, the downside is that we find ourselves struggling to explain what types of
scholars/practitioners are qualified to teach in our programs. This need becomes all the more
pronounced when faculty in a burgeoning Tech Comm. program must hire additional faculty.
Especially for programs that live within traditional English/literature departments, instructors
may come from an amalgam of writers, including: trained technical communicators with
terminal degrees; adjuncts with master’s degrees in English; comp specialists with no specific
training in technical writing, or English professors (with specialties in fields like poetry, creative
writing, or literary analysis) who step in when tech-comm. sections desperately need staffing.
However, when we are given an opportunity to hire new colleagues, the ensuing discussion
over credentials and pay expectations run contrary to other positions in the department. Those
of us who sit on search committees know that a typical opening for literature faculty may result
in hundreds of applications. But the same isn’t true in technical communication. We compete
not only with other institutions that need to fill vacancies, but with private industries willing to
pay top-dollar for academically qualified technical communicators. Supply and demand are
closely paced, resulting in searches that fail because administrators entering the competitive
hiring market naïvely assume that any opening in an English department will be gladly filled by
one of many applicants who are grateful for the opportunity to put an English degree to use.
This discussion seeks to engage faculty in a conversation to help promote our specific brand of
professional status to others in academia. Among relevant issues are pay gaps between
technical writers and other department faculty and the need to properly staff courses with
specialists in technical & professional writing.
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Whose Course Is It Anyway? The Other Battleground for Curriculum Development in
Technical Communication
Laura Palmer, Kennesaw State University
This individual-presenter proposal will examine how curricular changes move from the
department through the various levels of university approval. Specifically, this presentation will
discuss how programmatic identity within the university can impact approvals. It will also
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consider the ways in which perceptions of convergence with course content, descriptions, titles,
and more may result in courses not being approved within a college or beyond. The goal of this
presentation is to provide those who will be developing course/program changes with effective
strategies for moving curriculum forward smoothly and with the necessary approvals.
A hallmark of curricular change within the university infrastructure is speed: Most institutional
changes can take a year or more to wend their way through the various approval bodies. As
many programs in technical communication revisit and redefine their identity and
programmatic directions (Henning & Bemer, 2016; Meloncon & Henschel, 2013) in order to
establish new curricula and outcomes, the question of approvals at all levels within the
university becomes paramount. As new program directions and course proposals are readied to
make their way from the department’s committees through those of the college and finally the
university, the afterglow of a job well done permeates the department’s internal experience.
However, the light can fade quickly as changes are reviewed by the next-level committees
within a college/school and the university. Under the scrutiny of college/school or university
peers, a slate of course revisions, new course proposals, and more may be stopped in its tracks.
Committee members outside a department may have little to no understanding about what
technical communication is or what it does. Proposed courses can be seen as direct competition
for those offered by other departments, especially when a course description references
theories, tools, best practices, or even uses specific words that another discipline feels they
“own”.
Curricular changes that are voted down by other committees can delay implementation
anywhere from a matter of months to more than a year. At a juncture where re-establishing
relevance and professional currency are paramount for the field, delays can have a serious
impact.
To assist technical communication programs with successfully obtaining curriculum approvals,
this presentation will discuss:
•
Conducting an internal competitive analysis
•
Framing the specific duties of both the department and college/school curriculum
representative
•
Considering curriculum proposals as strategic communication
•
Countering arguments from other committees
This presentation will also draw on the experiences of audience members in the curriculum
approval process at their institutions.
As a takeaway, attendees will have additional strategies at the ready for engaging in the
broader processes of curriculum approval.
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Engaging with Practitioners
Moderator: Ann Brady, Michigan Tech
STC Programs and Advisory Boards: The Synergistic Benefits of Collaborative, Multi-Modal
Research
Jessica Lauer, Michigan Tech
Ann Brady, Michigan Tech
Topic: The synergistic benefits of multi-modal research, carried out by STC programs in
collaboration with their advisory boards.
Connection to Conference Theme: One important aspect of sustaining and growing programs in
scientific and technical communication is keeping a pulse on the trends and language being
used in industry. Quantitative data that indicates how successfully programmatic goals are
being met in combination with the qualitative perspectives of outside advisory board members
practicing in industry can help to drive curricular development. The result of this multi-modal
research approach is a portrait of the whole program that is greater than the simple sum of its
parts.
Based on our experience in one STC program, we propose that programs and advisory boards
consider working as co-researchers, bringing together quantitative and qualitative research
results to create a detailed programmatic portrait. Such a portrait, we argue, is more accurate
than one informed by a single method to the exclusion of the other. More specifically, we
demonstrate in our discussion how our program and advisory board have engaged in multimodal research methods to investigate our requirements and offerings, as well as student
experiences with them. Our own experience using this approach to program assessment is
reinforced using video clip testimonials from advisory board members for the program. We
explain how this combination of quantitative and qualitative data has increased our ability to
(1) identify successes and shortfalls and (2) shape programmatic development in more pointed,
thus useful, ways.
Methods:
Position Paper 1: This presentation discusses how quantitative data resulting from university
mandated and programmatic rubrics are used to assess program curriculum. Methods of
quantitative research include a review of graduating senior portfolios, which encompasses
committee norming and independent scoring. Results identify patterns in student performance
as well as indicate areas where curricula need to be revised or developed. (5-7 minutes)
Position Paper 2: This paper demonstrates ways in which qualitative research, conducted by
Advisory Board members, builds on quantitative data, creating a more robust portrait of
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curricular successes and shortfalls. Methods specifically discussed include participant
observations, interviews, and focus groups. (5-7 minutes)
Take Away: This presentation provides an overview of the multi-modal research methods used
successfully at one institution as it works with Advisory Board members to develop curriculum
on an ongoing basis. Presenters will make available ample time to discuss these methods with
audience members. A handout detailing research methods used at one institution, as well as
their results and how those results were used in programmatic development, will be provided.
Explaining Our Role and Engaging Partners with Grant Writing
Aimee Roundtree, Texas State University
Theme Connection:
•
Fostering relationships with industry
•
Explaining what we do to members of the field, to university administrators, and to
individuals and institutions outside of academia
• Examining faculty development issues associated with changing technologies and role
• Proposing approaches to faculty training, development and staffing
Approach:
• Case studies
• Interviews
• Thematic analysis
Take away:
We can not only serve as teachers, writers, editors, and communicators in grant applications,
but also research designers, scientific collaborators, and program evaluators, among other
roles. Furthermore, we can expand our field's knowledge base on argumentation, persuasion,
usability, ethics, visual rhetoric and interaction, to name a few potential new and revised sites
of emerging and continuing knowledge in our field. In the process, attendees will be given the
opportunity to share and discuss grant writing tips, increased awareness of funding
opportunities, strategies for reaching out to collaborators, and other practical heuristics.
Studies have shown that difficulty explaining what we do to members of the field, to university
administrators, and to community stakeholders has plagued technical communicators for
decades (Jones 2000, Nibe 2006, Henning and Bemer 2016). We are communicators, but,
ironically, we have difficulty explaining our value and unique contribution to scholarship and
practice. The difficulty threatens to limit to writing and editing our role in cross-disciplinary and
academy-industry collaborations; minimize the value we offer to common core and other
university curriculum initiatives; and obstruct our ability to reach community groups who need
our help. How can we explain our capacity and expertise in a way that facilitates and expands
opportunities for fostering relationships with other disciplines, with industry and with our
community? This presentation will discuss grant writing as a genre and approach for technical
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and professional communication faculty and administrators to accomplish these ends. Grants
are accomplishing these ends. Grants offer several transformative locales for interdisciplinary
teams to exert influence over one another (Moeller and Christensen 2009). Grant writing
affords a process by which to help others understand each other’s disciplinary genre fields.
Interdisciplinary grant projects can also reveal and unearth new, emerging and important
research vectors for our field (Blakeslee 2009, Coppola and Elliot 2005, Herndl and Cutlip 2013,
Rude 2009). Grant projects help us communicate the locales of our expertise and discover new
ones in the process. This presentation will survey the roles that technical communicators have
served in grant applications, the expertise they’ve lent to the projects, and the vectors of
knowledge they co-created. It will review funding opportunities with an eye toward identifying
the domains of prior work to discuss domains of inquiry where we could play a substantial role.
Finally, it will share anecdotes from grant writing experiences and courses in order to offer a
typography of best practices for facilitating explaining our role and engage with industry and
academy partners. Ultimately, we can not only serve as teachers, writers, editors, and
communicators in grant applications, but also research designers, scientific collaborators, and
program evaluators, among other roles. Furthermore, we can expand our field's knowledge
base on argumentation, persuasion, usability, ethics, visual rhetoric and interaction, to name a
few potential new and revised sites of emerging and continuing knowledge in our field. In the
process, attendees will be given the opportunity to share and discuss grant writing tips,
increased awareness of funding opportunities, strategies for reaching out to collaborators, and
other practical heuristics.
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Results of a Study of Practicing Technical Communicators’ Experiences with and Perspectives
on Academic Publishing
Rebekka Andersen, University of California, Davis
Proposed Presentation
Peer-reviewed journals in the field of technical communication (TC) regularly publish researchbased articles on problems, trends, and practices in the field, with the goal of meeting the
needs of readers working in industry, management, government, and academia. Academic
research, however, has a reputation of being inaccessible to the practitioners best positioned to
apply results (Albers, 2015; Andersen, 2008). The value and relevance of academic research for
practitioners has also been called into question (Blakeslee & Spilka, 2004; Clark, 2004; Dicks,
2002; Rude, 2015).
This problem is significant because content development and publishing practices in industry
have changed dramatically over the past decade, yet TC managers have had limited access to
research-based, relevant data on which to base key decisions. In her director’s address at the
2012 Center for Information-Development Management (CIDM) Best Practices Conference,
JoAnn Hackos emphasized the need for more studies that managers could draw on to solve
problems, make strong business cases, and improve practice, noting that too many
management decisions were being made based on intuition and tradition, not on research.
Arguably, peer-reviewed journals in the field should be addressing this research gap, but the
majority of published studies that have examined industry practices are not written for the
practitioners best positioned to apply results.
In this presentation, I will share the results of a study of practitioners’ experiences with and
perspectives on academic publishing, with the goal of showcasing research that study
participants identified as valuable and relevant and highlighting proposed solutions for how
academic research can be better communicated to practitioners. The study is being conducted
in summer 2016 and includes a survey distributed to various practitioner e-mail lists and TCfocused LinkedIn groups as well as a series of interviews with managers, consultants, and
practitioners who have served on the editorial boards and/or as reviewers of our field’s peerreviewed journals.
This study is relevant to CPTSC members because one goal of the CPTSC is to foster productive
relationships with industry and to better communicate what we do as educators and
researchers to individuals and institutions outside of academia. Session attendees will gain a
greater understanding of how those outside of academia view academic research in the field,
what kinds of research they would most appreciate, and what changes to research designs and
reporting formats they feel are most needed. It stands to reason that the more practitioners
view our research as relevant and valuable, the more opportunities our respective programs
will have to foster productive relationships with industry, for both research and educational
purposes.
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Session attendees will be encouraged to comment on the results of the study and to think
through implications of the results for program administration and standards for promotion
and tenure. The presenter will offer some preliminary considerations, such as how best to
support (e.g., release time, funding) and recognize faculty who want to conduct empirical
research that is of value and relevance to the practitioner community.
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Queer Re/Considerations: LGBT Stories, Methods, and Theory in the Technical
and Professional Communication Classroom
Moderator: Matt Cox, East Carolina University
Matt Cox, East Carolina University
Wilfredo Flores, Texas Tech University
Joshua Gardner, East Carolina University
Ruby Nancy, East Carolina University
This panel seeks to explore and deploy LGBT stories and experiences (student, teacher, and
non-academic professional) and how they can shape and transform the technical and
professional writing classroom. From queer rhetorics and theory to the queer body and its
identifications, we propose a panel that will ask “what do queer bodies, subjects, and stories
have to offer technical and professional writing and communication in the 21st Century?” We
also seek to be interactive, sharing and hearing stories from our audience and providing
heuristics and takeaways for use in technical and professional writing classrooms and curricula.
Speaker 1
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Speaker 1 explores pedagogical implementations of queer theory in rhetoric and composition
and suggests ways technical communication (TC) pedagogy can benefit from such work. TC has
begun exploring critical theory to expand and rethink established knowledge and
methodologies but has avoided considering the radical potentials of queer theory and even
questioning it as Sauer (2006) does in her review of Scott's book (2003). By drawing from
queered rhet/comp, he offers moves TC can take to rethink pedagogy and the role instructors
have in determining critical edges the field has or might develop.
Speaker 2
Speaker 2 examines the non-normative, queer position of the vegan identity (Wright, 2015) and
the societal gendering of the vegan body as a feminine body and the omnivore body as a
masculine body (Wright, 2015). He uses this exploration of the gendering of eating habits to
discuss the role of professional communication in advertising spaces, and the implications of a
professional writing classroom in applying a queer lens to create a more inclusive portrayal of
the vegan body as being a queer, rather than gendered position.
Speaker 3
Bell and Sinclair (2014) have argued embodiment enables a fuller experience of teaching,
learning, and writing, calling for “destabilize[ing] existing practices and challeng[ing] orthodox
understandings about the disembodied academic”. Speaker 3 suggests embracing embodiment
by teaching writing with the same quirkiness and flair that we might use for adornment. With
fashion as both metaphor and example, this speaker argues for queering tech-comm and its
classrooms post-haste: pushing against norms of genre and style in technical communication
with queer enthusiasm.
Speaker 4
Speaker 4 explores the relationship between queer identity and workplace/technical
communication and asks what practices and methodologies can best help LGBT scholars (and
allies) teach and research in technical and professional communication. He draws on the
concept of “Working Closets” (Cox 2012) as spaces in and out of which LGBT professionals (and
students) strategically move in order to negotiate their workplace identity and successes.
Additionally, he draws on Ahmed (2010), Haas (2012), and Critical Power Tools (2007) to discuss
how we as professional communication scholars can incorporate queer theory, cultural
rhetorics, and cultural studies into technical and professional communication classrooms and
research.
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Session 5
2:45pm-3:45pm
CGC 217

Working with and in Industry: Perspectives from Seasoned Administrators
Moderator: Sandi Harner, Cedarville University
Archive of Workplace Writing Experiences: Writing Practices as Access to Industry
Jessica McCaughey, George Washington University
Brian Fitzpatrick, George Mason University
Summary:
Despite efforts to better prepare students to transfer their college writing skills to the
workplace, the transition is unquestionably difficult—and often publically lamented. One part
of this challenge is that students often have surprisingly limited access to professionals working
and writing in the fields they wish to pursue. Even more complicated is the tremendous
variation in writing genres, requirements, and expectations from industry to industry and
organization to organization, meaning that students often end up encountering a necessarily
less-than-specific version of professional writing in the classroom. They develop what Anson
(1990) refers to as problematic “generic skills,” making it difficult for them to adapt to specific
workplace contexts, or what Nowacek categorizes as challenging “reconceptualization” efforts
(2011).
In an effort to solve this problem, this talk presents the pilot version of the Archive of
Workplace Writing Experiences, a developing online audio archive of interviews from working
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professionals in a variety of different industries. Developed by research partners from different
institutions and grounded in transfer research from writing studies as well as business, the
project asks interviewees to discuss how and what they write in their specific workplaces, how
they translated college writing skills into that field, what “successful” writing looks like where
they are, and what students across disciplines need to develop in their writing as they look
towards the future. Interviews also explore new ways of considering central transfer concepts
like genre and metagognition. The archive, which will be available to students, professors, and
the public, serves as a learning tool and as an ongoing repository, but perhaps most importantly
it is as a crucial link between the university and the “working world,” as students hear the
voices of those creating real workplace writing, and are then better able to develop their own
writing.
Presenters will discuss the data gleaned from the first round of interviews conducted, adding
to the the small, but important body of research focused on workplace writing transfer, and
explore how these individual writers perceive and understand their own learning in specific
contexts. Attendees will gain access to the archive as a resource for classroom and research
use, but more importantly they will leave with a more nuanced understanding of the ways in
which this research can advance programmatic decisions and curriculum development.
Building Programs and Careers through Consulting and Training Activities
Steve Berhardt, University of Delaware
Connection: Reconsidering Research and Programmatic Initiatives
Encouraging faculty to develop consulting roles in corporations, government agencies, and
research and development organizations can benefit faculty, their students, and their
programs. I have been consulting and delivering industry training programs for 35 years,
beginning with IBM, Motorola, and Hughes Aircraft, extending to city, tribal, and state
governments, school systems, and hospitals. For the past 20 years, most of my efforts have
been directed toward the pharmaceutical industry. What does it take to develop consulting
activities? What value to we bring to organizational settings? What should one expect from
one’s home institution? How can teaching and research align in productive ways? How might
consulting help build a successful career? I hope I might be joined on a panel by others with
interests and experience consulting in various environments. The conversations we stimulate
should carry over into the meet-ups over coffee or beyond the conference.
Connecting with Industry: Using Your Teaching Skills to Build Connections
Sandi Harner, Cedarville University
I have been involved in corporate training for several years working with Research and
Development in a pharmaceutical company, a technical communication consulting firm, and
various divisions on campus. I am currently scheduled to deliver training to an energy company
this summer. By the conference time I am also going to be certified as a MBTI consultant and
trainer. I think these different areas could challenge our audience.
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Business Partnerships and Program Assessment: Starting a Tradition
Jay Gordon, Youngstown State University
It is widely assumed that building relationships with businesses and organizations is healthy for
programs in technical writing. This assumption is well-founded. Such relationships can show
students how writing is done in professional contexts, and how professional work provides
students with meaningful, concrete rhetorical situations. These relationships often help
students make a successful transition from class projects to full-time employment.
It might be noted, however, that the grounding assumption for building these relationships
tends to focus on the movement outward from classroom to office. The model for learning, in
other words, is that getting students to work on projects with local businesses and
organizations is a kind of social and cognitive preparation for the world beyond college and
university.
But what about the other way around? What if we focus on the movement inward from
students’ experiences in the professional world back into the classroom? As program faculty
and directors, we often try to tune our curricular goals to suit the needs of the professional
contexts in which students are likely to work down the road. But to what extent do these
working-world experiences help students meet our programs’ curricular goals? For example,
suppose one of these goals is to improve students’ editing abilities. To what extent does an
internship project affect the student’s performance later on in an editing class?
These are important questions in light of the challenges of program assessment. Assessment
requires us to measure student success using various sources of data. This year, for example, I
completed an extensive program review that used institutional data about student success in
their courses as well as data about alumni job placement. What our program review did not
assess, however, was how well our students’ work experiences during their college careers
helped them meet our curricular goals prior to graduation. Though we have offered an
internship course for quite some time, for example, we have never systematically examined the
impact of internship experiences back “inward” on student success in our classes.
To that end, we secured a small grant from our campus office of assessment for a project we
are deploying this fall and hope to continue indefinitely. The project has two related objectives.
One is to provide funding for inviting local businesses to visit with our students to discuss
internship experiences and opportunities. The other is to work with several of these same
businesses, with which students have already done internships, to develop ways to assess their
impact on student learning within our programs.
I hope with this presentation (a) to provide the audience with tentative model for assessing the
“inward” impact of internship work on our students’ success in meeting curricular goals, and (b)
to generate discussion about the relationship between curricular goals and experiences in
internships and other professional contexts.
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CGC 218

Programmatic Perspectives on Recruitment Strategies
Moderator: Felicia Chong, Oakland University
(Current) Students Informing (Prospective) Students: The Practice of Integrating Recruitment
Directly into the TC Curriculum
Rick Mott, Eastern Kentucky University
Connection to Conference Theme:
As the CFP states, CPTSC 2016 “hope[s] to start important conversations about ways to sustain,
grow, or build programs in a time where all of higher education seems to be under attack and
the humanities in particular.” Because many (most?) high school students and college
undergraduates have never heard of technical/professional/scientific writing programs and
careers, and because academic deans increasingly define program success based primarily
(solely?) on the number of majors in a program, TC faculty must actively – and continually –
recruit students into our programs. In my talk, I will explain how we have integrated current TC
majors directly into the strategies we employ to recruit prospective TC students.
As Bruce Maylath (CPTSC 2000 Proceedings) and others have noted, recruitment can take many
forms, including distributing brochures, posting websites, attending college fairs, and airing
radio or television ads. In my experience, however, the most effective method of recruiting new
students into a TC program is visiting classes and giving a 5-minute presentation on the basics
of the major and the opportunities available in a TC career. When I taught at a smaller school
(New Mexico Tech, < 2000 students), the TC faculty could effectively visit every first-year
composition class to give our recruitment presentation. When I began teaching at a much larger
institution, however (Eastern Kentucky University, > 15,000 students), the TC faculty could only
visit a small percentage of first-year composition classes. Thus, we needed to find a method of
reaching a larger pool of prospective students.
Because “necessity is the mother of invention,” our challenge ultimately led us to initiate a
student-based, pedagogical response. Because TC majors must learn how to 1) closely define a
given audience, 2) assemble/create/organize essential information, and 3) present that
information clearly in the most effective medium, we decided that a “TC Recruitment
Presentation” – created and presented by current TC majors – would be an appropriate
assignment in one of our core TC classes.
Research Method:
As explained above, we have already implemented this strategy in our program. In order to
assess the effectiveness of the assignment, I will conduct qualitative interviews with three
groups of stakeholders: 1) TC majors who have completed the assignment; 2) prospective
students who have watched the presentation; and 3) faculty in the classrooms that were
visited. I will also review scholarly journals on the subject of academic program recruitment and
the ethics of employing current majors in recruitment strategies.
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Take Away:
Attendees will receive a:
1. summary of what worked and what did not work in the assignment
2. copy of the assignment instruction sheet
3. summary of the qualitative interviews
4. copy of one of the student presentations
Works Cited
CPTSC Proceedings 2000:
Butler, Brad. “A Student Recruitment Model for Undergraduate Technical Communication
Programs.”
Maylath, Bruce. “Growing Technical Communication Programs Through Recruitment.”
Patterson, Celia. “If You Build It, Will They Come? The Importance of Promoting
Technical/Professional Writing Programs.”
Usability testing: A method for improving a technical communication graduate program
website to enhance recruitment and retention goals
Marj Rush Hovde, IUPUI
A technical communication graduate program website can be a powerful tool in attracting
prospective students. It can also be a useful resource for current students as they complete
their work and navigate the processes involved in earning a degree.
Because of the crucial role of an academic program website, adequate usability testing to see if
the site meets the needs of intended student users is crucial.
Several people have studied the usability of websites in higher education contexts and have
discerned that many academic sites prove inadequate relative to typical usability standards and
user expectations. Margolin, et al. (2013) found that community college websites fell short in
assisting students to find and understand how to select and complete a degree. Caglar and
Mentes (2012) noted that analyzing one university site’s usability through the WAMMI
questionnaire indicated general student dissatisfaction, consistent with the findings of Rahman
and Ahmed (2013). Ringlaben, et al. (2014) revealed that many web sites of university
departments in Special Education fell short in accessibility to users with disabilities, an
important consideration in usability. Tuzun, et al. (2014) learned that visual design and
navigation needed extensive improvement on university Registrar’s web site.
Given technical communication’s long history with usability and ways to evaluate it in online
contexts, one would assume that programs in technical communication would demonstrate
leadership in conducting and reporting on usability testing of their own web sites as a common
method to guide design and content decisions, but I could find no evidence of such activity in
the published literature. Gordon (2009) came closest when he addressed how the content on
technical communication program’s Web sites differed from the content presented in journal
articles, but his study does not address usability. Programs in technical communication are
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advantageously poised to offer highly usable web sites, the designs of which are driven by data
gained from well-conceived usability testing.
An academic program site designed for recruitment and retention differs from a commercial
web site in that it has different functions and goals, so the approaches to usability testing may
differ from those used for commercial sites. Usability testing can help program administrators
to determine if the site is fulfilling its purposes, helping student users to complete required
tasks.
In this presentation, I will address the situation in which our program found itself, the measures
we took to make the Web site more usable, and the lessons learned from testing the site with
prospective and current students. I will also share insights about the process of testing a
technical communication program website, exploring how the academic program testing
methods might differ from common approaches that are typically aimed at general or
commercial web sites.
This presentation will interest technical and scientific communication program administrators
who are concerned with using their web sites for enhancing the recruitment and retention of
students at many levels.
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Methods We Use to Sell Technical Communication: An Analysis of Recruitment
Advertisements in CPTSC Conference Programs
Felicia Chong, Oakland University
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We have frequently discussed recruitment strategies at CPTSC conferences (see, for example,
CPTSC 2008’s Panel: Programmatic Issues in Student Recruitment, Retention, and Placement),
but there is surprisingly little literature in our scholarship that specifically focuses on our
recruitment strategies and their effectiveness.
Recent studies in technical communication have found that recruitment and financial cost are
among the top barriers for programs achieving diversity goals, and they encouraged more
assertive efforts to recruit underserved groups (Savage & Mattson, 2011; Jones, Savage & Yu,
2014). Through interviewing directors of undergraduate technical communication programs
and surveying students in a technical writing service course, Butler (2000) found that only 20%
of those students were aware of the undergraduate degree option. He recommended a
strategic approach to recruitment—namely, JoAnn Hackos’ process maturity model—for
organizing recruitment efforts. Maylath (2000) listed potential recruitment strategies such as
staff booths at college fairs, high school visits, parent and teacher conferences and events at
local schools, and advertisements online and in broadcast media. These studies, however, did
not assess the quality of strategies deployed.
Although digital media is purported to be the most effective mode of communication for
student marketing and recruitment, print advertisements are still heavily used by universities to
attract students (Ruffalo Noel-Levitz, 2016). The CPTSC conference programs, for example,
frequently feature student recruitment advertisements.
Therefore, in this study, we reviewed CPTSC conference programs and proceedings from 2006
to 2015 and analyzed print advertisements to see how 30 technical and professional
communication programs represented themselves and the rhetorical strategies that they
employed to recruit students.
Drawing from Thayer, Evans, McBride, Queen and Spyridakis’s (2007) method of content
analysis, we chose recruitment advertisements as unit of analysis due to their effectiveness as
permanent record and accessibility, as advocated by Sisodia and Chowdhary (2012). This
method has been used by scholars in our field, such as Brumberger and Lauer (2015), whose
recent analysis of industry job postings shows the professional competencies and personal
traits that are sought after by companies. Similarly, Lauer’s (2013) and Rude and Cargile Cook’s
(2004) studies of academic job market illustrate that job advertisements analysis could yield
important information about the status of faculty demand in technical and professional
communication.
We conducted a framework analysis that allowed for open or inductive coding to find emerging
themes and deductive coding to count frequencies and chart trends across time. We used
Bakhtin’s (1992) theory of addressivity and dialogic to identify target audience. Theory and best
practices of advertisement design (such as visual design theory and process maturity model) are
also used to assess advertisement quality.
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In this presentation, we will share the findings of our analysis to initiate a conversation based
on these questions:
● What kind of methods or document design strategies do we use in our recruitment
advertisements?
● What kind of program identity do we project in our advertisements?
● Do the advertisements address people who may not know who we are or what we do?
Who are the advertisements addressing?
Analyzing Our Users and Ourselves: Using User Experience Methods to Enhance the Program
Website
Nick Carrington, Cedarville University
Topic and Conference Theme Connection
I will discuss how we redesigned the content on our program pages on the Cedarville University
website by doing both programmatic and user research. This project was another phase in a
process dedicated to rebranding the Professional Writing program at Cedarville.
In this phase, we worked on understanding how we might present our brand on our University
website by conducting the following research and analysis:
• Organizational analysis
• Content analysis (of previous website)
• Competitor/peer analysis
• Iterative prototype testing (user analysis)
The program website is often the first impression for many stakeholders, including prospective
students and their parents. Therefore, the website needs to effectively convey the program’s
brand and provide essential information that helps prospective students decide whether the
major is a fit for them. In relation to the conference theme, our methods also helped us shape
our identity and direction.
We found that prospective students are mainly interested in two broad themes in relation to
program website information:
• Jobs after graduation
• Experience within the major
I will discuss what each of these themes entailed in detail during my presentation.
Programmatic Issue Addressed
I will address the issues of branding and recruiting through program websites. Many technical
communication programs have difficulties recruiting. The user experience/user-centered design
methods we used helped us understand what prospective students are looking for in a writing
major. Other program administrators should find this information helpful as well.
Summary of Approach
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We used a user experience/user-centered design methodology to analyze our program and the
needs and wants of prospective students. We met with the web department at Cedarville
University, evaluated peer websites, interviewed current students who recently joined the
program, and created prototypes that we tested iteratively. All of this research led to what we
believe is a more effective program website.
Application
Attendees will learn how our program collected data from a variety of stakeholders and see the
relevant results. They will also view the transformation of our program site through its
iterations. Attendees can take this methodology and alter it to fit their own local context. Also,
the results of our research will give them a starting point for how to address important
questions that prospective students have.
CGC 1002

Positioning Editing in Technical Communication Programs
Moderator: Donna Kain, East Carolina University
Donna Kain, East Carolina University
Brent Henze, East Carolina University
Cindy Nahrwold, University of Arkansas, Little Rock
Sarah Ricard, University of Arkansas at Little Rock
Suzan Flanagan, East Carolina University
Many programs offer editing courses and introduce students to publication processes in others.
But editing courses may seem like a necessary evil to students who envision themselves as
technical writers, web developers, UX specialists, science communicators, etc. Students think of
“editing” as “copy-editing,” but we can expose them to a variety of editing practices including
procurement, development, management, and niche editing among others. Students should
know that “editors” wear many hats simultaneously—including writer, usability expert, content
curator, and project manager to name a few. Moreover, editors engage in work that uses
technology in ever-increasing, diverse ways. TSC programs are positioned to prepare students
to understand these realities and to participate in the ways editing bridges technical and
humanistic practices. This panel approaches teaching editing as teaching “techne”—a craft and
specialized practice—and discusses scaffolding learning about various roles of editors across
TSC curricula. Attendees will take away strategies for scaffolding student learning about various
aspects of editing.
Brent Henze
Department of English
East Carolina University
henzeb@ecu.edu
Most TPC programs offer at least one course in technical editing or copy editing; many address
editorial practices in several courses. Yet students starting programs often don’t know what we
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mean by editing. They struggle to distinguish between professional editing practices and editing
their own work. Speaker 1 discusses how editing fits into our TPC curricula broadly and how
faculty can help students to relate professional editing to professional communication careers
and practices.
Cindy Nahrwold
Department of Rhetoric and Writing
University of Arkansas at Little Rock
canahrwold@ualr.edu
Lately, the pedagogical practice of teaching hardcopy editing has been questioned—some
arguing that hardcopy editing is unnecessary because of online tools. Speaker 2 argues that
teaching students to edit hardcopy--which includes teaching them to establish a level of edit,
make multiple passes, and keep a style sheet as they edit-- helps them be better editors of
online material if we as teachers make the transition an explicit one, if we sufficiently scaffold.
Sarah Ricard
Department of Rhetoric and Writing
University of Arkansas at Little Rock
sdricard@ualr.edu
People might think of editing as an individual activity. But, collaborative editing means more
than one set of eyes reviewing documents, especially complex ones. Speaker 3 discusses two
collaborative editing projects and how file sharing technology such as DropBox and Google Docs
allowed for efficient work among editors: They can work from/on a shared style sheet, manage
multiple passes, and help each other maintain agreed-upon levels of edit.
Donna Kain
Department of English
East Carolina University
kaind@ecu.edu
Editors often have management responsibilities, and TPC students need experience in practices
that bridge red lines and budget lines, project management and team management,
professional communication and management speak. They need to understand budgets, ROIs,
and personnel management as well as editing tasks. Speaker 4 discusses the curricular
positioning of an online course connecting editing and management through an “immersive”
extended case.
Suzan Flanagan
Department of English
East Carolina University
flanagans12@students.ecu.edu
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Speaker 5 discusses using an undergraduate research journal in an undergraduate editing
course to scaffold editing practices and provide stakes beyond grades and assessment. Through
hands-on tasks, students learn the interdependencies of editorial processes, such as manuscript
acquisitions, peer review, developmental editing, and document design; authors’, reviewers’,
and readers’ stakes in editorial practices; and they gain transferable skills (e.g., critical thinking,
customer service, project management).
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CGC 129

Facilitating and assessing successful student collaboration
Moderator: Pam Brewer, Mercer University
Effective use of collaboration in the classroom can help prepare students for a lifetime of
collaboration in the workplace as well as provide rich learning in authentic contexts. However,
collaborative projects often fall short of teaching and learning expectations and can be difficult
to assess. Most of us can point to student teams whose outcomes have been a disappointment
to us and to our students despite our best efforts. On the other hand, the learning experienced
in student teams can surpass our objectives. In a 2015 web post, Dr. Marjorie Davis wrote that
the “best collaboration generates new ideas, expands and clarifies the problem, and can reveal
that your real goal might even be something different” (2015).
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Supporting this year’s conference focus on innovative methods that sustain successful technical
communication programs, this panel explores models for team collaboration, both online and
in the classroom, as well as methods for assessing such collaborations.
Introducing Traditional On-Campus Students to Virtual Team Collaboration
Jennifer Goode, Mercer University
Traditional on-campus technical communication students have few opportunities to explore
collaboration in virtual settings. When opportunities are available, the students can become
overwhelmed without proper guidance and support from the instructor. This instructor will
describe how she supported online collaboration for students completing a first-time online
project, including how to define the assignment structure, what guidance to provide for online
collaborative groups, how her first-time students actually engaged with one another during
their first virtual project, and lessons learned for future online collaborations.
Making Real-World Contributions through Collaboration on Open-Source Projects
Bob Watson, Mercer University
Open-source software is developed by people who share an interest in the project. Opensource software projects frequently advertise the need for improvements in documentation,
which presents an opportunity for technical communication students. This instructor will
describe the collaborative opportunities and challenges that these projects offer technical
communication students, educators, and the open-source community.
Using Team Charters to Support Successful Collaboration in Student Teams
Pam Brewer, Mercer University
Projects in some courses must be largely team-based in order to provide authenticity and
address the scope of the course goals. The stakes can become quite high when students work
on large, long-term projects. During such projects, most educators have found themselves
wondering how to motivate some individual team members and how to accurately credit
diverse contributions. This instructor uses team charters as a tool to enable, encourage, and
assess team performance for both f2f and online teams. In this presentation, she will share
guidelines for developing and implementing such team charters.
CGC 212

Actor Network Theory in Programmatic (Re)Design
Moderator: Julia Romberger, Old Dominion University
ANT Considers the Program: Accounting for Student Voices in Graduate Redesign
Julia Romberger, Old Dominion University
Virginia Tucker, Old Dominion University
Daniel Cox, Old Dominion University
(Re)Mapping the Actors: Network-Building for Certificate Programs
Ehren Pflugfelder, Oregon State University
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Proposal:
While debates in technical communication concerning curriculum design, assessment, and
departmental positioning typically focus on majors, minors, and graduate degree programs, the
undergraduate certificate has received more attention as of late. Surveys of certificate program
specialization, departmental location, curricula, and assessment have emerged in recent years
(Nugent, 2010; 2013; Yeats & Thompson, 2010; Meloncon, 2012). Much of this research
identifies how certificate programs draw from structures, scholarship, and pedagogical goals of
stand-alone degree programs, but their lack of standardization, more intense localization, and
curricular diversity often create challenges for program designers (Nugent, 2013). While
research on stand-alone program core competencies (see Hayhoe, 2002; Rainey et al, 2005;
Hart-Davidson, 2007; Johnson-Eilola and Selber, 2013) is often assumed to match up with
certificate program outcomes, a certificate’s reduced course-load and significant population of
students with stand-alone degrees in science and engineering often require altered coursework
and different assessment measures. This presentation illustrates how the distinctive formation
of certificate programs affects both outcomes and the measures used to assess those
outcomes.
This presentation builds from a previous CPTSC presentation and continues to tell the story of
one undergraduate certificate through the method of actor-network diagramming. Building
from narrative discussions of program development (Sapp, 2006; Griswold, 2010; Rentz, Debs &
Melancon, 2010; Maylath, Grabill & Gurak, 2010), this speaker will discuss the emergence of
one program’s curricula and assessment measures through diagrams that showcase relevant
actors, as they influence one another at different stages in the process of program design. A
method from actor-network theory (ANT), actor-network diagramming intentionally avoids
initial discriminations between human and nonhuman actors. For this presentation, actornetwork diagrams help chart the entire range of all influences on a new program’s
development. This method is especially helpful in the emergence of a certificate program,
because certificates often cater to more specific populations of students and stakeholders than
larger degree programs.
Along with showcasing the local actors and actants for one specific program, this presentation
adds to the diagrams presented previously at CPTSC. Moving from diagrams that showcased the
certificate: 1) from before planning began, 2) from the first 16 months, and 3) as the certificate
stood in the fall of 2014, this presentation offers three new formations of the program: 4) a
radical change in the lead actants, 5) the emergence of a formal curricular proposal, and finally
6) the approved program. These diagrams articulate the influences upon a program as well its
shifting alliances, strengths, and weaknesses over time. The presentation will also explain the
benefits of this visual mapping technique for articulating the design characteristics of certificate
programs, specifically as program formation relates to planned assessment measures.
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Roundtable on the Special Issue of Programmatic Perspectives
Moderator: Tori Sadler, Metropolitan State University
Lee-Ann Kastman Breuch, University of Minnesota
Tori Sadler, Metropolitan State University
Susan L. Popham, Indiana University Southeast
Denise Tillery, University of Nevada, Las Vegas
Julie Watts, University of Wisconsin-Stout
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Mark A. Hannah, Arizona State University
Scott Kowalewski, Saginaw Valley State University
Bill Williamson, Saginaw Valley State University
Andrew Klobucar, New Jersey Institute of Technology
Heidi McKee, Miami University
Rebecca Walton, Utah State University
CGC 218

User Experience and Technical Communication Curricula
Moderator: Tammy Rice-Bailey, Milwaukee School of Engineering
Transitioning from Technical Communication to UX: Case Study of a Collaborative Curriculum
Design Between a University and Community Partners
Nadya Shalamova, Milwaukee School of Engineering
Tammy Rice-Bailey, Milwaukee School of Engineering
Dianne Bender, Milwaukee School of Engineering
Over the past three years, our Technical Communication (TC) curriculum has been evolving to
include increasingly more UX knowledge. Much of this shift has been the result of ongoing
conversations with our Industrial Advisory Board, which consists of leaders of local companies
that employ our TC graduates. The requests of this board were not unlike the TC industry
trends reported by the Society for Technical Communication, Adobe, and professional TC blogs.
Further research on innovative TC programs and our involvement with a local UX user group
helped us complete this shift and re-launch our TC program under a more appropriate name
that we believe will better reflect the program identity and improve our student recruitment
efforts. This panel presentation is a case study detailing an academia-industry-UX group
collaboration that resulted in the creation of a new UX and Communication Design B.S. degree
program. We use Stakeholder Theory as a framework for explaining this collaboration. As
Nugent and Jose’ (2015) explain, Stakeholder Theory allows us to identify our stakeholders and
balance their competing interests. In our case, stakeholders included not only our instructors
and students but also our Industrial Advisory Board, a local UX group, and other programs in
our university (Management Information Systems, Business Management, and International
Business Management) that relied on classes offered in the TC curriculum. Our program
relaunch was heavily influenced by the (sometimes conflicting) feedback from all of these
stakeholders. Our case study details both the challenges and successes that emerged during
this process. Takeaways include a model of the iterative process of working with multiple
stakeholders and a checklist of considerations for determining how to add UX content and
courses to the curriculum.
Recognizing the Opportunity and Managing the Stakeholders
Speaker one will talk about the impetus for revising the program and the roles of internal and
external stakeholders involved in the process of restructuring the program. She will discuss the
process of stakeholder collaboration, specifically, how to negotiate complex interests between
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different stakeholders for the benefit of the program. Speaker one will also discuss future plans
for the program, including program assessment
Updating the Curriculum and Implementing Changes
Speaker two will discuss how the Technical Communication Curriculum Committee determined
which UX courses to add and where to add UX content to existing courses; she will then give an
example of how she will approach the teaching of an updated TC course.
Taking the Pulse of Industry Partners and Establishing Ongoing Conversations
Speaker three will provide insight into the shifting role of the TC, both from the perspective of
an instructor and a practitioner. She will discuss UX knowledge requirements and how TCs are
adapting and leveraging their skills to work successfully with UX. She will also give an example
of how she will approach the teaching of an updated TC course.
References
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Integrating Usability and Accessibility in Professional and Technical Communication
Curriculum Design
Daniel Kenzie, Purdue University
Erin Brock Carlson, Purdue University
Jeffrey Gerding, Purdue University
Panel Overview
In keeping with this year’s conference theme, this panel explores the implementation of
accessibility and usability-focused methods in three courses within the professional writing
program at a large land-grant institution. The panelists offer approaches for curricular design
that would allow programs to more centrally integrate usability and accessibility into upperlevel writing courses. As Chong (2016) notes, despite the field’s focus on user-centered design,
little has been published on incorporating usability as a practice in the classroom. Further, she
found that student perceptions of these principles often focus on ease of use, rather than the
situated nature of usability, user, and interface. Similarly, accessibility is too often seen as a
“checklist” rather than as flexible or participatory (Dolmage, 2009). By recognizing usability as
rhetorically constructed, Dolmage suggests we can “further humanize institutional spaces by
inviting students with a wide range of abilities to be part of the process” (p. 172). This panel
details pedagogical implementation of usability/accessibility concepts in order to explore the
processes and strategies of new instructors interested in teaching usability/accessibility. The
speakers will facilitate conversations about resources and programmatic needs and offer
approaches for training graduate students and new instructors to put these idea into practice.
Presenter Topic Summaries
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Speaker 1 will describe an assignment sequence from a specialized course for professional
writing majors that applies user-experience research and universal design principles to help
students think through accessibility on campus and in their communities. Students work with
partners at the programmatic, institutional, and community level (e.g., a university disability
resource office or center for assistive technology) to contact potential users and stakeholders,
identify exigencies or areas of need, and collaborate on a plan of action. Building from existing
literature on service learning in PTC (Scott, 2008; Sapp & Crabtree, 2002), this presentation will
examine the role community-based research projects can play in teaching students to become
critical practitioners of usability and advocates for accessibility within their own communities.
Speaker 2 will discuss our program’s evolving approach to teaching accessibility in a healthcare
writing course. When the course was piloted, a patient education assignment had students
adapt their materials to randomly assigned audience traits, including many disabilities. In the
three years since, the assignment has slowly moved from this impairment-specific approach
(Walters, 2010) to one that incorporates universal design. It now has students identify
rhetorically situated accessibility needs, develop a methodology for evaluating their
documents’ accessibility, incorporate user feedback, and share their findings in an accessibility
report. This assignment is embedded in a semester-long set of encounters with disability,
including discussions of normalcy as a construct, appropriate language for disability, and ethics
in patient interviews.
Speaker 3 will discuss the implementation of usability concepts into a multi-major technical
communication course. Though technical communication courses often bring in the concepts of
web usability and accessibility, this speaker will discuss efforts to move technical writing
students beyond traditional textbook explanations. By highlighting complexities that emerge
when working with platforms meant to disseminate highly technical information to the public
(e.g., government websites), this speaker will explain efforts to encourage students to first,
consider every interface-user relationship as fluid and subject to a host of influences, and
second, employ contextual and responsive intelligence, or metis (Scott, 2008) in order to more
fully address audience needs.
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CGC 1002

Tech Comm @ Tech Town: Building a program-wide entrepreneurial clientpartner pedagogy
Moderator: Luke Thominet, Florida International University
Entrepreneurial Client-Based Pedagogy: Situating Tech Comm @ Tech Town
Vytautas Malesh, Wayne State University
Golf and Guns: Tech Comm @ Tech Town in Its First Year
Jared Grogan, Wayne State University
Working with Startups: A Tech Comm @ Tech Town Student’s Perspective
Delani DeGrosky, Wayne State University
Startups at a Distance: Bringing Tech Comm @ Tech Town Online
Luke Thominet, Florida International University
In 2014, the [University Redacted] Composition and Rhetoric Program initiated our Tech Comm
@ TechTown (TC @ TT) program. Partnering with TechTown, a Detroit-based tech incubator
and accelerator, this program enables our technical communication students to work on clientbased projects with local start-up and entrepreneurial partners.
TC @ TT integrates client-based projects and support services into Wayne State Technical
Communication courses to develop partnerships among students and TechTown
professionals. This program allows our students to adopt compelling roles in various projects
while fostering a sustainable relationship between our program and our client-partners. This
panel reports on the program’s progress from instructor and student perspectives concerning
in-class and online implementations.
By focusing on program-wide, client-based learning with entrepreneurial/start-up partners, TC
@ TT responds to the field's ongoing discussion of such pedagogies. Work with TechTown
entrepreneurs empowers students to surpass service models, instead engaging those
representing the distributed, dynamic work essential for technical communicators (Bekins &
Williams, 2006; Dubinsky, 2004; Johnson-Eilola, 1996; Ramachandran et al., 2002; Spartz &
Weber, 2015; Spinuzzi, 2007, 2015; Weber & Spartz, 2014).TechTown’s community-first
initiatives have also allowed us to avoid the less ethical, transactional client-based
learning approaches (Scott, 2004, 2007) while completing projects important to the clientpartners (Blakeslee, 2002).
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Finally, through our relationship with TechTown, we have selected and designed projects wellsuited to our students (including primary and secondary research for feasibility studies,
technical descriptions, instructions, web design, graphics, social media strategies, etc.), while
developing sustained relationships with individual client-partners over multiple courses and
internships (Grabill, 2004).
Speaker one will situate TC @ TT within the technical communication scholarship on service
and client-based learning. He will argue that the program-wide entrepreneurial client-partner
model uniquely prepares our students for future work ecologies.
Speaker two will discuss his work in initiating and developing the TC @ TT program. He will also
discuss the specific affordances of several client-based projects from his own classroom and
offer insight into the process of establishing similar types of programs.
Speaker three will present the student's perspective of working with entrepreneurial clientpartners. She will relate specific experiences from the program to her own growth as a
technical communication student and offer some ideas on how to engage students in this kind
of work.
Speaker four will discuss his implementation of TC @ TT in an online class including the specific
barriers and affordances of the entrepreneurial client-partner model in this situation.
Specifically, he will argue that the online implementation helped students reflect on how
distributed working environments complicate even familiar communication tasks.
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Building and Sustaining Scientific Writing Curricula in Technical Communication
Spaces
Moderator: Erin Frost, East Carolina University
Erin Frost, East Carolina University
Alana Baker, East Carolina University
Carleigh DeAngelis, East Carolina University
Kerri Flinchbaugh, East Carolina University
Abigail Morris, East Carolina University
This panel focuses on developing and sustaining scientific writing curricula. As Yu and Northcut
have recently argued, scientific communication is elided in discussions of technical
communication; we argue that this is too often the case in curriculum design as well as
pedagogical design. Thus, we work to fill that gap by offering a set of complementary methods,
methodologies, and practices--feminist, genre studies-based, rhetorical, pragmatic feminist
empirical, and practical, among others--emerging from one program and united under the goals
of cultural rhetorics. These methodologies, methods, and practices support culturally situated
ways of approaching the teaching of scientific communication at the programmatic level.
Presenters will offer specific, complementary methods for building scientific curricula, and
attendees will leave with design concepts and models for approaching the building of scientific
writing curricula. Attendees also will leave with several different practical examples of flexible
strategies to support a cultural rhetorical program model for building and sustaining scientific
curricula.
Keywords: scientific communication, practices, theories, principles, cultural rhetorics
Speaker 1 overviews the interlocking pieces of curricular design within this panel and offers
experiential information on teaching scientific communication at the country’s largest producer
of physicians working in underserved areas. Speaker 2 expands upon the reflections offered by
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Speaker 1 in this university context, focusing on methods for incorporating the cultural
rhetorical goals that the panel advocates in programs that include online courses. This speaker
discusses the challenges that can arise integrating cultural rhetorical values in online scientific
writing courses and how program design might help to mitigate those challenges.
Speaker 3 discusses how one university’s writing program collaborates with science faculty to
articulate the workings of disciplinary genres--entities that direct human action and
operationalize organizational actions (Longo and Fountain, 2013). These projects work to make
values and discourse more accessible. This speaker analyzes a project by a bioethics faculty
member.
Speaker 4 introduces Pragmatic Feminist Empiricism (PFE), an original framework that
facilitates a “celebration of differences” (Lay, 1991) to help students acknowledge how
embodiment shapes discourse. Through a study of an upper level scientific writing course, this
speaker demonstrates how PFE aids course design, questions standard research practices, and
transforms discourses.
Speaker 5 discusses curriculum design in courses focused on writing that moves beyond
scientific communities to a wider variety of public and private audiences. This presentation
offers methods to help students become more aware of the discursive expectations of their
field while also building understanding of where and how effective communication of research
impacts the public.
CGC 212

Technology and ID in Technical Communication Programs
Moderator: Tharon Howard, Clemson University
Perspectives on IP in TC: Methods for Addressing how Intellectual Property Policies can Affect
Technical Communication Programs
Tharon Howard, Clemson University
Brian Still, Texas Tech University
Overview of the Panel:
This panel continues a 2015 CPTSC conference discussion examining how institutional policies
on intellectual property (IP) can affect programmatic activities in technical communication (TC).
(Such aspects can affect a range of programmatic activities – from distance education to
academic-industry partnerships to sponsored research done by faculty.) To adequately address
the nature and the scope of this topic, the three panelists would examine the nature of and
effects of institutional IP policies at a variety of levels – from that of the overall institution, the
level of the program, to the activities of faculty working in our programs. The objectives of the
overall panel are to provide attendees with
• Methods for understanding the implications IP policies can have on TC programs
• Methods for addressing/contesting/developing IP policies for TC programs
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•
•

Methods for developing courses and structuring curriculum to account for IP issues
Methods for engaging in further research about IP issues affecting TC program

In discussing such methods, the presenters would provide attendees with the foundational
understanding and initial strategies they could adopt or adapt to effectively address IP issues
within the contexts of their own institutions, programs, or faculty activities.
Overview of Individual Panel Presentations:
Methods for Considering IP in TC
Increasingly, TC faculty are producing a range of intellectual property (e.g., software, mobile
applications, and hardware) that can create challenges for the faculty creators and their
departments. Unfortunately, the invention disclosure process at universities is a bit of an
enigma to individuals outside of the engineering and physical sciences, including many TC
faculty. To provide a method for addressing such factors, Panelist One will describe the basics
of invention disclosure including patenting, licensing, tenure ramifications, course/curriculum
development and departmental support for such items.
Methods for Understanding IP in the ORG
Panelist Two will describe how the university-level Intellectual Property Committee at a public
research institution has revised its Intellectual Property Policy to an approach that attempt to
monetize programs while protecting the faculty’s right to maintain control of their intellectual
work. In discussing these topics, Panelist Two will overview methods faculty can use to
develop institutional IP policies of benefit to all. Panelist Two will also discuss methods faculty
can use for working with current institutional IP policies in relation to creating
educational/curricular material.
Methods for Merging IP with DE
Distance education (DE) brings with it a number of new situations and challenges relating to IP
(e.g., requiring instructors to convey all course content in tangible, online media). Given
current budget pressures, the prospects of institutions using IP policies to gain control of and
monetize such DE classes seems increasingly real. Presenter Three will examine dynamics of IP
and ownership relating to DE. He will also overview methods for developing DE classes to
preserve the IP of faculty and methods for how to craft programmatic, departmental, and
institutional policies that safeguard the IP of individuals teaching DE courses.
Panelist One: Brian Still, Texas Tech University, brian.still@ttu.edu
Panelist Two: Tharon Howard, Clemson University, tharon@clemson.edu
Panelist Three: Kirk St. Amant, Louisiana Tech University, kirk.stamant@gmail.com
Technology as/is the subject: Having a broader theoretical approach for technical
communication programs
Aaron Toscano, University of North Carolina at Charlotte
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With the seemingly unceasing push from politicians for Colleges and Universities to focus on
vocational concerns, administrators often point to Technical Communication programs as the
humanities programs with the most direct path for employment. My own program stresses
“professional” writing, which privileges attempts to model the workplace. Such a goal has long
been known to be problematic because the classroom activity system cannot effectively
reproduce the workplace (Russel). Although there have been attempts to reflect on group work
to foster more pedagogically sound team learning (Wolfe & Powell), such practices maintain
the employment imperative that conditions students to adjust to the concerns of the
workplace, which is “the dominant scholarly metanarrative in the field” (Scott, p. 235). This
presentation asks the field to reflect on the practices that privilege workplace and consider
integrating a pedagogy informed by theories of technology.
The fields of technical and scientific communication are informed by rhetorical, social, and
practical theories of science and technology. Unfortunately, there is not an even split among
the three areas, and the practical appears to be the most privileged at the speaker’s current
and past institutions. For instance, software instruction and learning proper formatting
dominate much of the technical communication instruction. Additionally, after reviewing syllabi
for the introductory technical communication class, the speaker found that professional or
business communication dominated the curriculum. Although “professional writing” is an
appropriate term to capture the overlap among business, legal, and technical communication,
technical communication programs need to distinguish themselves as fostering exploration of
the place of technology in the 21st Century. Such a focus would immediately show the limits
and, perhaps, the futility of privileging software instruction for applications that are planned to
be obsolete. Additionally, group work would still be able to be incorporated into one’s
pedagogy, but thinking beyond a limited teamwork focus could work to have students reflect
individually on their disciplines’ epistemologies; meaning, the student would be in the expert
position, informing the teacher about a different disciplines needs. Instead of fulfilling the
teacher’s prescribed agenda for the disparate majors in the technical communication class,
students would reflect on their position as technical or scientific experts, thus, bringing a
different lens from which to analyze the place of technology in society.
This presentation asks the audience to leave with more questions about critical technological
awareness and how to foster that in the classroom. The speaker will offer suggestions and
readings to help guide the audience and, ideally, have them critique the presenter’s perspective
in order to have a dialog. Finally, this presentation asks for us to reintroduce critique on the
social, political, and economic contexts in which our students live in order to privilege the
humanist perspective Carolyn Miller advanced nearly 40 years ago.
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